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SYSTEMATICS OF PALEOCENE VIVERRAVIDAE (MAMMALIA, CARNIVORA) 
IN THE BIGHORN BASIN AND CLARK'S FORK BASIN, WYOMING 
By 
Philip D. Gingerich and Dale A. Winklerl 
Abstract.-Four genera and ten species of Viverravidae are known in faunas 
representing the Torrejonian and Tiffanian land-mammal ages in the Bighorn 
and Clark's Fork basins, Wyoming. These are, in order of appearance: 
Simpsonictis tenuis (Simpson), S. pegus (n. sp.), Brjlanictis tnicrolestes 
(Simpson), and Protictis hajxdenianus Cope from the Torrejonian; Raphictis 
gausion (n.  gen. and sp.), Protictisparalus Holtzman, and P. agastor (n. sp.) 
f rom the middle Tiffanian; and Protictis laj~toni (n.  sp.), P. schaJff;'(n. sp.), and 
P. dellensis (Dorr) from the late Tiffanian. Torrejonian "Bryanictis" van\jaleni 
(MacIntyre) from New Mexico and southern Wyoming is here placed in a new 
genus Intjlrictis. Most Paleocene viverravids are represented by dental remains. 
but a compressed cranium of pro tic ti.^ schaf;f; is known as well. The 
basicranium of this specimen preserves a canal medial to the petrosal 
interpreted to represent an inferior petrosal sinus, and grooves are preserved for 
both promontory and stapedial branches of the internal carotid artery. 
Protictis is one of five Torrejonian genera of Viverravidae known from North 
America. It is one of only two Tiffanian genera of Viverravidae. Paleocene 
Protictis may be the common ancestor of all known Eocene Viverravidae: 
Protictis schajfi is a likely ancestor for later Viverravus, and Protictis dellensis 
may be the ancestor of later Didj,mictis. Alternatively, Did.c'mictis may be 
independently derived from Bryanictis. 
INTRODUCTION 
Viverravidae are the oldest members of the mammalian order Carnivora known in the fossil 
record, appearing in the early Paleocene and ranging through the middle and possibly late 
Eocene. I t  should be noted in this context that the late Cretaceous "miacid'?"described by Russell 
(1962. 1975) is now regarded as marsupial rather than carnivoran (Clemens, 1966; Clemens et al., 
1979). A single tooth representing the oldest viverravid has been described from Puercan (early 
Paleocene) strata of New Mexico (Maclntyre, 1966). Additional more complete specimens are 
known from transitional early-middle Paleocene strata in Utah. However the first real radiation 
of Viverravidae occurred during the Torrejonian Land-Mammal Age (middle Paleocene). A 
minimum of six species lineages belonging to five genera are present in North America during the 
Torrejonian. and four species lineages belonging t o  two genera are present during the Tiffanian 
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Land-Mammal Age (late Paleocene). Viverravids a re  represented in the Paleocene of Asia, but 
they a re  not known from the Paleocene of Europe o r  South  America. Consequently, North 
America and possibly Asia are  likely centers of origin and evolution of Viverravidae. A second 
family of primitive Carnivora. Miacidae, appears  in North America in the middle Clarkforkian 
(earliest Eocene; Rose, 198 1; Gingerich. 1983b). Viverravids a re  more specialized than  miacids 
in consistently lacking upper and lower third molars, teeth that are  retained in early 
representatives of most modern families of Carnivora.  
Viverravidae a re  sometimes linked to the  origin of catlike aeluroid families of Carnivora 
(Felidae, Viverridae, and Hyaenidae) because of their reduced dental formula and  o ther  
resemblances t o  more derived aeluroids (Mat thew,  1909; Gregory and  Hellman, 1939; Flynn and 
Galiano,  1982). However, there is little evidence of evolutionary continuity between 
Viverravidae, which radiated in the Paleocene and early Eocene, and  any  of the aeluroid families 
of Carnivora,  which did not begin to  diversify until the late Eocene or  early Oligocene. We follow 
Flynn a n d  Galiano (1982) in regarding Viverravidae a s  a family distinct f rom Miacidae, basing 
this distinction not on  cladistic character analysis but rather on  evidence of evolutionary 
independence of the two groups. interpreted in the context of their known geographic and  
stratigraphic distributions. Viverravidae a r e  unlikely t o  be ancestral to any  of the  model-n 
families of carnivores, but they a re  nevertheless a n  important  component  in many Paleocene 
mammal ian  faunas. 
We shall outline the fossil record a n d  evolutionary systematics of North American 
Viverravidae known from the Torrejonian a n d  Tiffanian Land-Mammal Ages (middle and late 
Paleocene) in the northern part of the Western Interior. This review is not intended t o  be a full 
systematic revision of Paleocene viverravids, a l though we have necessarily compared  new 
material t o  type a n d  important  reference samples of all known species. Samples compared here 
a r e  referenced in the partial synonymy and  the typodigm given for  each species s tudied.  New 
specimens are  also listed a s  referred material. Most  fossil specimens described here c o m e  f rom 
on€  of four  major quarries: Rock Bench Quar ry  and  Cedar  Point Quarry in the northern Bighorn 
Basin. o r  Princeton Quarry a n d  Schaff Quar ry  in the Clark's Fork Basin. All f o u r  of these 
quarr ies  were discovered by members of Princeton University field parties working under  the 
direction of Glenn L. Jepsen. and  the major collection from each is housed in the Department  o f  
Geological and Geophysical Sciences a t  Princeton. New specimens described here provide the 
first reliable indication of viverravid diversity in the late Paleocene. 
Virtually all systematic study of Viverravidae is based o n  dental remains. We here describe the 
first skull of a Paleocene viverravid preserving the basicranium essentially intact. Postcranial 
a n a t o m y  of Prolic,ri.s, to  the extent that this is known,  was reviewed by Maclntyre (1966). The 
only adequate sample of dental remains of middle o r  late Paleocene Viverravidae reported 
previously comes from Gidley Quarry ( ' I  orrejonian)  in the Crazy Mountain Basin, Montana  
( S i m p s o n ,  1935. 1937: M a c l n t y r e ,  1962. 1966). O t h e r  i m p o r t a n t  papers  o n  Pa leocene  
Viverravidae include Cope (1882). Matthew (1937, actually written some years earlier),  D o r r  
(1952). H o l t ~ m a n  (1978), l i igby (1980), and Flynn and  Galiano (1982). O u r  principal ob-jective in 
undertaking this review of Paleocene Viverravidae was t o  determine, if possible. how Proric,li.r 
and  its Paleocene allies might be related to  early Eocene I ' i~~er ru \~u . sand  Di~l1~t71ic1i.s. a n  objecti\.c 
requiring detailed comparative analysis of all  transitional late Paleocene species. This s tudy was 
aided immeasurably by e.xtensive comrnents o n  carnivores and other  middle and late Paleocene 
mammals published bj. Kose (1981). 
I he stratigraphic setting and temporal succession of Paleocene faunas in the Bighorn, Clark's 
Fork.  and  Cra7)- Mountain basins are  discussed in Gingerich (1976. 1983a). Ciingerich et a l .  
(1980). Kose (1981). and Krause and Gingerich ( 1  983). Zones of the Torrejonian and I iffanian 
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land-mammal ages are  those developed by Gingerich (1976. 1983a). Dental and other anatomical  
nomenclature employed here follows Maclnt!.re (1966) and \ 'an \ 'alen (1966). 
Measurements taken o n  upper  and lower teeth are  shown diagrammatically in Figure I .  All 
measurements a re  in millimeters. Fossil localities prefaced by F G  o r  S C  are I'ni\.ersity of 
Michigan localities in the Foster Gulch o r  Sand Coulee areas  of the Bighorn and Clark's Fork 
basins. respectively. The  following museum acronyms a re  used in the text and figures: A M N H .  
American Museum of Natural  History, Xew York: S M M .  Science Museum of Minnesota. S t .  
Paul: C M .  University of Michigan Museum of Paleontology. Ann Arbor:and USXM, National 
Museum of Natural History. Washington. 
D E N T A L  V A R I A T I O N  A N D  S E X I I A L  D I M C R P H I S M  
Dental variation in carnivorous mammals is still not well studied. The only quantitative 
analyses of dental variation in large homogeneous samples of extant  species a re  those by 
Gingerich and Winkler (1979) and  Pengilly (1984), concerned with foxes of the genera I 'ulpes 
and Alopex. respectively. Conclusions applicable t o  this study a re  tha t  upper and lower first 
molars a re  the least variable cheek teeth in the dentition of carnivores (as  they generally are  in 
other  mammals).  and  tha t  these teeth typically have a range of variation in linear dimensions o f  
a b o u t  0.20 units o n  a natural  logarithmic scale. Logarithmic scales of measurement a r e  
appropriate  because we a r e  interested in proportional rather than absolute differences between 
the largest and  smallest specimens of a species. A typical range of variation in linear dimensions 
of M I  (or  MI)  of 0.20 units is, a s  expected. half that  (0.40 units) characterizing variation in areal 
dimensions. In Figures 2,  3, a n d  4 ,  a standard range of variation of 0.20 units is applied in 
interpreting linear measurements of teeth in quarry samples of Paleocene carnivores. 
Extant  foxes exhibit little sexual dimorphism in tooth size o r  mandibular  morphology. 
However, some modern carnivores (e.g.. Martes  and Mustela) a re  markedly dimorphic. with 
males and females of the same species differing on  average by about  0.20 units (i.e.. there is little 
overlap in size between individuals of opposite sex, and  sexes appear  a s  paired "speciesmin simple 
graphs of dental o r  cranial variation). Linear measurements ofcentral  cheek teeth may, in highly 
dimorphic species, have coefficients of variation approaching 10. with the total range of 
variation of such linear measurements approaching0.30-0.40 units on a logarithmic scale, a lmost  
double values expected in  nondimorphic species. 
Homogeneous samples of Paleocene species of Viverravidae a r e  rarely large enough to test 
whether they include significant sexual dimorphism. Coefficients of variation of dental  
dimensions in Protictis ha)-denianus from middle Paleocene horizons in New Mexico 
(Maclntyre,  1966: tables 3 4 ) ,  Brj.anic./is n~ic.rolestes f rom Gidley Quar ry ,  Montana  (Maclntyre.  
1966: tables 9-10. see a l so  Table  3 in this paper),  Proiicti.v p a r a l u . ~  (Table 5). and P. sc.ha[;fi 
(Table7)  a re  similar t o  those reported for  nondimorphic extant  foxes. Graphs of dental  
measurements f o r  quar ry  samples of these species. shown in Figures 2-4. exhibit no consistent 
pattern of pairing that  would suggest marked dimorphism. Each can be accommodated within 
circles 0.20 units in diameter.  However. two species. Protic~tir aga.vtor a n d  P. c/eIIen.sis. appear  t o  
be more variable (see Tables  8 and  9). Circles 0.20 units in diameter  a r e  too  small t o  contain 
dental  measurements of these species (as  graphed in Figures 3 and 4 ) .  We conservati\.ely interpret 
this variability a s  indicating tha t  Protic.ti.raga.rtorand P. clellensi.sare more  dimorphic than o ther  
Viverravidae (alternatively, there may  be two distinct species of large Proric.ti.v in the middle a n d  
late Tiffanian). O n  the basis of comparisons and measurements presented here. we suspect tha t  
most species of Viverravidae were only weakly dimorphic in body si7e and tooth size. 
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FIG.  I Right maxillaryand mandibulardentition of Protic./i.\ .rl hrrfii. showing measurelnent  used in this \ t ud> .  A. 
upper premolar and molars in occlusal v i c ~ .  B. lower premolal-s and  molars in occlusal view. C. louer  
premolars and molars in lateral view A ll'= anterior width. I. - length. ,211) = n~andrbu la~-  dcptll. I'll'= 
posterior a id th .  TH=tr igonid  height. T/.=trrgon length (o r  trigonrd length).and ll'= \bidth. Canine Icngth 
measured a s  maximum diameter at base of cro\rn. canine uidth  mea\ured perpendicular to length a t  base o l  
c roun .  I rigonid herght of  M. mea\ured as qhonn for M I .  All measurements in  millimeter\. 
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Ln M, Length 
PI(;. 2 B i \ a ~ i a t e  scattel- o f  natural logarithm o icro\vn lcngth and natural logarithm o lc ro i rn  u i d t h  ( ; ~ n t e ~ i o ~ - w i d t h )  
of \ i \ e r ra \ id  fir-\t loaer molars Irom fiock Bench Quarry. 1 or rqonian (middle I'alcocene). i n  the northern 
Bighorn Bas~n. \\'yoming. I.oga~-~thmicall! 11-an\Sormcd ase\ make inti-asprcilic Lariahilit). of sample\ o l  
large specie\ co~nparahlc to thaw o f  small jpecies. Foul- species arc I-cpl-esented. as shown. each nit11 an 
ohser-bed range oS\ariation o f  about 0.20 units on thc ab\c~\sa and ordinate. Sote  high correlation o f  rnolar 
length and tvidth acre\\ al l  Sour \pecies. 
S Y S  I EMAT-IC PAL2EON701.0GY 
Pairwise comparison of middle and  late Paleocene specimens of Viverravidae from Rock 
Bench. C e d a r  Point. Princeton. and  Schaff quarr ies  with each other  and with specimens of later 
I .i\'erl.~\,i~.s and  DicI\~l,iic.ri.s s e r ~ e d  to demonstrate  a wide range of morphological diversity within 
the family. but it did little t o  clarify spccies and evolutionary lineages ( o r  taxonomic groups  
deri\.ed f r o m  these). For  this purpose it p r o ~ e d  a d ~ a n t a g e o u s  to  construct a series of simple 
b i ~ a r i a t e  phenetic diagrams for  each of the three stratigraphic samples under study (Princeton 
and  Schaff quarries were combined because they a r e  a t  essentialll, the same stratigraphic level). 
This a p p r o a c h  permitted clear separation of f o u r  species groups a t  Rock Bench Quarr) ,  (F ig .  2). 
three a t  C e d a r  Point Quarry (Fig. 3). a n d  three a t  Princeton Quarry Schaff Quar ry  (F ig .  4).  
I .nfortunatel) .  the fragmentary nature of most specimens precluded meaningful multii-ariate 
morphomet r ic  comparison.  
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CEDAR POINT QUARRY (MIDDLE TIFFANIAN) 
0.80 1.00 1.20 1.40 1.60 1.80 2.00 2.20 2.40 2.60 2.80 
Ln M, Length 
FIG. 3 - R ~ v a r ~ a t e  \cattcr of' natural logarithm of crown length and natural logarithm olcron 'n  width (anterioi-width) 
ol'viver-ra\id first loucl- molars from Ccdar Point Quarry, middle Tif'fanian (late Paleocene), in  thc northern 
Bighorn Basin. \I;!.oming. Abscissa and ordinate are  the same as  tho5e in Figure 2. At least thrcc \peeler arc  
rcprcscnted. I he obserted [range of variation in Rol)hic.ti.cgcru.\ionand in /'r-otic~tisl~u~-ul~i.\ is within 0.20 unit\ 
on both the abscissa and ordinate. As interpreted here. Prolic.rr.\ rrgasror is sexually dimorphic, with lemalcs 
and males each hal ing a I-angc of variation approaching 0.20 units. Specimens includcd in P. u,yu.\tormay. In 
fact. represent t n o  d i \ t~nc t  \pecics but evidence at hand is ~nsufficient to demonstrate this. 
In the remainder of this  section, previously described genera a re  discussed in order  of their first 
appearance in the fossil record and  increasing body  size (Sir~l/~.sonic.ris, Ic~ticlopu/)pus. Ht:~.ut~ic.ti.r, 
then Pro/ic,ri.r), followed by a description of t w o  new genera (In/!*ric.ris and  Rupl7ic.ri.r). Within 
each genus. individual species and closely related species lineages a re  also discussed in o rder  of 
stratigraphic appearance.  
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PRINCETON QUARRY AND VICINITY (LATE TIFFANIAN) 
Ln M, Length  
FIG. 4 R i \ a r ~ a t r  h a t t e r  of na t~ l r a l  ogarithm ofcro\vn length and natural logarithm ofcrown ~ i d t h  (anterior Lcidth) 
of viverr-avid first lower molar\ 11-orn PI-inceton Quarr) .  late 7 iffanian ( la te  Paleocene). in the Clal-k'j Pork 
Basin. \Vyoming. Abscissa and or-dinate are the \ame as  those in Pigul-cs 2 and 3. A m i n ~ m u m  of three specit. 
a re  represented. The obser led range of variation in Pro~ic.ri.\ lul.rotir and in h-orirric .\c.llu/fr is within 0.20 
units on both the ;rh\cissa and ordinate. A interpreted here. Pt-oti( . /~.~ c/c,//c.t~.ri~ 1s \exuallydirnorphic. \iith 
females and males each ha\.ing a range of Lariation appr-oaching 0.20 units. Specimen, included in P 
r / ~ ~ l l r ~ ~ . \ i s  may. in fact. represent two distinct species hut e ~ i d e n c e  a t  hand is insul'i'iclent to demonstrate this. 
Order  C A R N I V O R A  Bowdich. I821 
Family V I V E R R A V I D A E  \+'ortman and  Matthew, 1899 
~ I . / I ~ J  , ~ ~ ~ z L I . Y . -  I ' i \~>rr(~\ ,~~,s  Marsh. 1872. 
Inc~lrtc/ec/ ,?enera. N o r t h  A m e r i c a :  Sin1p.ronic~ri.r M a c l n t y r e .  1962 [ T o r r e j o n i a n ] :  
1c~iiclopuj1p~r.v Simpson.  1935 [l orrejonian]: B~.,~~~nic.ti.c Maclntyre.  1966 [-I-orrejonian]: It7r.1.ric.ri.r 
ne\v genus [Torrejonian]: Proric.ris Matthew. 1937 [Torrejonian and  Tiffanian]: Ku/~hic.ri~ new 
genus ['I~iffanian]: I r ~ ~ ~ r t - r r ~ ~ u s  Marsh, 1872 [Clarkforkian-liintan?]: Ilicfi.inicti.~ Cope. I875 
[Clarkforkian-Bridgerian]. a n d .  questionably, P r o r i c ~ ~ ~ i d e , ~  Flynn a n d  Cialiano, 1982 [Uintan]. 
Asia: Pu/~pic.ticlop.s Qiu and  I.i, 1977 [late Paleocene and  possibly earliest Eocene]. Europe: Cf.  
I i\,c.rru\.rr.s. Rich. 197 1  earl^^ Eocene]. 
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Age ant /  c / i . s r r i h u t i o . E r l y  Paleocene through middle Eocene in western North America. 
late Paleocene and possibly earliest Eocene in Asia. and  early Eocene of Europe. 
Di.rc~ri.s.rion.--Viverravidae a n d  Miacidae differ f r o m  mos t  o t h e r  a rcha ic  ca rn ivorous  
mammals  in retaining a single pair of enlarged carnassial teeth, (P'/ M I ) .  Viverravidae differ 
f rom Miacidae principally in lacking M ' ,  M j  while retaining a functional (and often moderately 
large) M" M ? .  The Paleocene Viverravidae of North America are  basically very similar t o  each 
other. a s  one would expect of early members of a n  adaptive radiation. Proric.tir is the most 
generalized form, although not necessarily the most primitive. Anticipating the diagnoses given 
below, Proric,tis has a P4 of moderate  width with a small anter ior  paraconid. large sectorial 
protoconid with no accessory metaconid. a small hypoconid, with a very slightly basined talonid. 
M I  is simple and symmetrical in structure. with a high trigonid. I'he paraconid is large, 
approaching the size of the metaconid, and these two cusps make  a n  acute  angle with the 
protoconid.  A basined talonid of moder-ate width is aligned with the  major axis of the dentary 
behind the trigonid. Mz is also simple and  symmetrical, with a low trigonid and a narrow basined 
talonid. Upper molars of Prot icr i .~ a r e  much  broader than they a re  long. sectorial, with reduced 
metacones. little trace of a metaconule. 
Sirnp.sonic,tis differs f rom Proric.ri.s in having a reduced paraconid o n  M 1, a n d  in having a much 
higher trigonid on  M L .  1~~tidopuppu.s  differs f rom Protic,ti.r in having simple reduced premolars. 
and  M I  with a very open trigonid. B,:~wnictis differs f rom Protic.ti.s in having lower crowns on  PI 
and  M I .  and  broader, more basined talonids o n  PI and MI-?.  Upper  molars  of B~:,~anic,ti.s are  
relatively large and rectangular, retaining a strong metacone and a distinct metaconule. In!~.ric.ti.s 
resembles B~.j,anictis in having a relatively low trigonid o n  M I ,  but lr~r~l~ric.ti .~differs rom all other  
viverravids in having a distinct metaconid and broad basined talonid o n  P4. Ra/117ictis differs 
f r o m  Protic,tis in having a straight narrow Pd lacking a basined talonid, and  in having a twisted 
asymmetrical talonid on M I  curving laterally away from the midline of the dentary. I ' i \3erra\~~i.s is 
distinctive in having unreduced premolars, a n  open trigonid on  M I ,  and  a broadly basined 
sectorial Mz. Di&.l?~ic.ti.r has  a low closed trigonid with a broad basined talonid on  M I ,  and  a 
broadly basined crushing Ml.  
Flynn and Galiano (1982) recently named Protic,toirf~.s a s  a new l i intan (middle Eocene) 
subgenus of Protic.tis, based o n  a n  isolated upper  premolar and a n  isolated lower premolar. 
While these specimens may be correctly identified a s  viverravid, they a re  certainly not adequate 
t o  substantiate a range extension of Proticris f rom the late Paleocene to the middle Eocene, nor 
a r e  they adequate material o n  which t o  base a new genus. Any meaningful consideration of  
Protic.toi~1e.v must await discovery of rnore complete specimens. 
The type species of Asian Pa/~pic.ric/op.s. P. oriet7tulis Qiu and I, i  (1977). is unusual in having 
very reduced upper and lower second molars, a n d  it is unusual in having the talonid o n  M I  open 
medially. However, a n  older species, probably late Paleocene in age ,  P .  uc,ie.s (Wang,  1978). is 
much more similar to  North American h-oric,tis and its allies. and there can be little doubt  that it 
belongs in Viverravidae. 
We follow Van Valen (1967) in excluding Q ~ i e r c . ~ ~ u l e  Kretzoi (= Hrttllhrrrirr de  Beaumont)  
f rom Viverravidae. Hunt (1974) and  Flynn and Galiano (1982) allied Pulurogrr l~ von Meyer. 
f rom the Oligocene of Europe, Asia, and North America, with I ' i \ ~ r r c r \ , u . ~ a n d  Viverravidae. We 
follow Simpson (1946) and  de  Bonis (1981) in regarding P u l u r o ~ a l c ~  a s  a primitive and 
divergently specialized mustelid. 
P A L E O C E Y E  V I V E R R A V I D A E  
D i ( l ~ t t i i < r ~ \  (in part) .  Sirnp\on. 1935. p. 738: 1977. p. 712 
.Srt~r/).\oti~tri\ Mvlaclnt)re. 1962. p. 3. 
Prorr(.ri\ (.l'irir/)\otiic.o.O. 'Aaclnt! re. 1966. p. I 68. 
7:1pe .spec,ie.r.- Dic/j.i?iic~tis t enu i .~  Simpson.  1935. 
Inclur/et/ .~/~ec.ie.r-.-Sinip.~ot~ic~ti.s ten~ris  (Simpson)[-I-orrejonian]. questionably 5. ;a~1.t7at1riear 
Rigby [Torrejonian], and 5. pegus, new species [I orrejonian]. 
Diagt7o.si.s.-Differs f rom all o ther  Viverravidae in having a more triangular PI that is narrow 
a t  the front  and broader a t  the back when \.iewed in occlusal outline. in having a more reduced 
paraconid o n  M I ,  and in having a moderate t o  large M2 with a n  unusually high trigonid. 
Age andrli.stribuiion.-'1-orrejonian Land-Mammal Age (middle Paleocene) of western North 
America. All of the known specimens come f rom localities in Montana and  Wyoming.  Gazin 
(1956. p. 35) and Maclntyre (1966, p. 173) reported specimens similar to  Sitlip.sonic.ti.s t enu i .~  
f rom Saddle 1-ocality in the Bison Basin. Wyoming. If correctly allocated. these specimens 
extend the temporal range of Sii~7~1sonic.ti.r into the Tiffanian Land-Mammal Age (late 
Paleocene). 
Di.~c.ussion.-Sin7p.sonicti.s. originally proposed a s  a distinct genus (Maclntyre,  1962). was 
later included as  a subgenus of Protic,ti.~ ( MacIntyre, 1966). Sinij)sonic.ti.r is undoubtedly closely 
related t o  Protic.ti.~. but we recognize Sit7i/).vonic.ii.c a s  a full genus. in part because we interpret its 
distinctiveness as  justifying this rank.  and in part because we see little practical utility in 
at tempting t o  express evolutionary relationships parenthetically. 
Rigby (1980) named a new species, Si t~ipsonic~t is  j u ~ ~ ~ n a n n c ~ a e .  based on  a single p4 (holotype)  
and  o ther  isolated teeth from Swain Quar ry  (-1-orrejonian) in southwestern Wyoming. P" is not 
known in a n y  specimen from Gidley Quar ry  o r  Rock Bench Quarry. a n d  Rigby provides no 
measurements  of his holotype. Consequently, it is difficult t o  compare S . j a l w n n n e a ~  with other  
specimens of Siri7/1sonictis. Judging f rom statistics given by Rigby (1980, table 28), t h e  Swain 
Quar ry  sample is only slightly larger than .Sit~1j>.~o17ie~ti.s t e n ~ l i . ~  and we suspect that  it probably 
belongs t o  this species. It is much smaller than  Sini/)sonic~iis /P~LI.S described here. 
Sin~psonict is  tc.nui.7 (Simpson,  1935) 
Fig. 5A-B 
IIic!~.t,iic,ri.r relllric Sirnpson. 1935. p. 238: 1937. p 212. fig. 58. 
Sit i~l) toi?ic~rir  rolurs.  Maclntyre.  1962. p. 4. fig. 1-3. 
fJroricri.c ( . l ' i ~ i r / ~ . s o t l i ~ ~ ~ i s )  reti111.r. Maclntyre. 1966. p. 168. fig. 18. PI. I2 
fig. 1-8. PI. 17. figs. 2.4.7. 
/'rorr(.ric cf.  reti~ri.\. Rose. 198 I .  p.  145. 149. 
Holot.\y>e. l J S N M  9297. left dentary with ? P 4  and  M ,. 
TI./IP locu/itj..-Gidley Quarry. Lebo Member  of Fort  Onion Formation,  Cra7.y Mountain 
Basin. Montana .  
Age ant /  d i s t r i b u t i o n .  1-orrejonian Land-Mammal  Age (middle Paleocene). S. len~r i s  is 
knolvn principally from Gidley Quar ry  in the Crazy  Mountain Basin. Montana.  and  Rock Bench 
Q u a r r y  in  the northern Bighorn Basin. M'yoming. It ma\. be rep!-esented a t  Swain Q u a r r ~ . a s  well 
(Rigby,  1980. see discussion above) .  
Diagnosi.7.-Differs f rom Sinip.sonic,ti.s /)egri.s in being significantly smaller in all comparable 
linear dimensions. 
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FIG. 5 Comparison of lower dentition of .Tin~/~.rorlic.li.s re??rri.s and S i ~ ? ? l ~ s o n i c ~ i \  pcJ~u.\  from Rock Bench Quarry 
( lo r r e jon ian )  in the northern Bighorn Basin. Wyoming. A-B. rightdentaryof S. ~cr?l,i.swith Mi-: ( P I !  17509) 
in occlusal ( A )  and lateral (B) view. C-E. left dentary  of S. pcyus with Pl and PI-MI (PI1 17635) in occlusal 
(C). lateral (D). and medial ( E )  \.iew. Note reduced paraconid on MI and rclatibely high trigonid on M? 
characteristic of .Sir11p.cor7ic.lir. 
De.scription.-This species is adequately described i n  Maclntyre (1966) and new specimens 
from Rock Bench Quarry add  n o  information not already preserved in those from Gidley 
Quarry.  Measurements of  the Rock Bench Q u a r r y  sample of this species are  summarized in 
Table 1. 
T\-podigi11.-AMNH 35347-35350 and  U S N M  9297 (holotppe) from Gidley Quar ry  (see 
MacIntyre, 1966, p. 168). The following new specimens. all f rom Rock Bench Quar ry ,  a r e  
referred t o  Sitlii~.sonic.ti.t 1enui.r.: PU 17509 (R den t .  MI-?) ,  175 10 (R dent .  P ~ P I - M I ) .  and 17590 ( L  
dent .  M I  talonid and Mz). 
Simpsonictis pegus n. sp  
Fig. 5C-E 
Proricli.c sp. no\ . .  Rose. 198 I .  p. 146 
Holot!pe.-Pli 175 1 1 ,  left dentary with P: a n d  PI-M2. 
7:\pe localit.\..-Rock Bench Quarry, Fort  Union Formation.  northern Bighorn Basin. 
Wyoming. 
PALEOCENE VIVERRAVIDAE 
TABLE I - Summary of measurements of loner  cheek teeth of Torrejonian Sir?lpotlic.ri\ rc,riui.\ from Rock Bench 
Quarry. northern Bizhorn Hasin. \\'yoming. Measurements are defined in Figure I .  . \ '=sample si/e. O R =  
observed range. T= mean. .S= standard d e ~ ~ a t i o n .  and I = coerficient of tar ia t ion.  .All measurements in 
mm. 
7-00th position ?i O R  Y 5 \' - 
Mand.  depth 
Age a n d  distribution.-Torrejonian Land-Mammal Age (middle Paleocene), type locality 
only. 
Diagnosis.-Differs from Simpsonictis tenuis and S. jaj.nanneae in being significantly larger 
in all comparable linear dimensions. Further differs in having a relatively broader trigonid on 
M I .  
Etjsmologj,.-pegos, Greek, strong or solid, in reference to the greater size of this species by 
comparison with Simpsonictis tenuis. 
Description.-The upper dentition of Sinipsonic.ri.r pegus is not yet known. Six dentaries 
collectively preserve alveoli for  a large C I ,  small single-rooted P I .  and intact crowns of all of the 
lower cheek teeth from P2-M2. The mandibular symphysis is long, shallow, and unfused, as is 
typical of Viverravidae. Two mental foramina are present on the dentary, one located below the 
alveolus for PI  and the other below P3. P, is small and double-rooted, with a simple crown having 
a large narrow protoconid and a much smaller posterior basal cusp (hgpoconulid, following 
MacIntyre) directly behind and well separated from the protoconid. Pi  is larger. but otherwise 
very similar to P?. The crown of P4 has a distinct anterior basal cusp (paraconid). a large pointed 
protoconid. and a distinct hypoconulid angled medially from the midline of the crown. The 
crown of P4 is somewhat triangular in occlusal outline, with the posterior part being much wider 
a t  the base than the anterior part. A hypoconid cusp is variably present on PA immediately behind 
the protoconid (it is well developed in the holotype, see Fig. 5). 
M I  has a high trigonid, as  in all primitive viverravids. The paraconid is anterior to the 
metaconid and consistently reduced in size by comparison to the metaconid. The talonid of MI  is 
aligned with the long axis of the dentary. It is basined. but narrower than the trigonid, with a 
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large hypoconid. and smaller hypoconulid and entoconid cusps. M: is very similar to  M I .  but 
smaller. It too has a high trigonid with a reduced paraconid and a basined talonid of moderate 
width. The  hypoconulid is a large posterior cusp on the talonid of M:. 
Measurements of the holotype of Si/77p.ronic~ti.s/1t~g~1,sareas follows: P L =  2.2, W = I .O:  PI^.= 
3.6, W 1.7; M I [ _  = 3.7, A W  = 2.7. PW = 2.1, 7-L. = 2.3. -1-H = 4.7: M r A W  = 1.9,I .H = 2.8. 
Measurements of the entire sample of this species a re  summarized in l 'able  2. 
T\y~oc/igi~~.-PIJ 14232 (1- dent .  MI-?) .  17466 ( L  dent.  PI-MI) .  175 1 1 (holotype, I .  dent.  P: and 
PI-M?), 17575 ( R  dent .  M I ) ,  17635 ( R  den t .  2-4), and 18682 ( R  dent .  M I - ? ) ,  all from Rock Bench 
Quar ry  (Rose,  198 1 .  p. 147). 
1-ABLE 2 - Summary of nie;isurement\ of lower cheek teeth of Tot-rejonian S i t , ~ / ~ . ~ o t l i c r l \  /J(,,~II.\ Irotn liock Bench 
Quarry, northcrn Bighorn Basin. M'yoming. Measurements are  dclincd in Figure I .  Abbre\iation\ a \  in 







/c~tic/opal)pu.s Simpson,  1935 
/cridopu/~l,put Sirnp5on. 1935. p. 237: 1937. p. 213. Maclntyre. 1966. p. 140 
T ~ p e  sl~ec'ies.-k.tir/o/,appu.r 171u.stelinirs Simpson,  1935. 
Include(/ spec,ies.-Type species only. Maclntyre (1966) referred a lower premolar of Puercan 
age t o  "?Cf. k . t i c / o l ~ a l ~ ~ ~ u s ,  unnamed new species," but  this premolar  is s o  different f rom those of 
k ,r idopappus that  it is very unlikely t o  represent this genus. 
Diagnosi.~.-Differs f rom all other  Viverravidae in having reduced lower premolars with 
simple triangular crowns a n d  in having a more open trigonid o n  M I .  
Age anrldistrih~ctiot7.-'1-orrejonian Land-Mammal Age (middle Paleocene) in western North 
America. 
PALEOCENE VIVERRAVIDAE 
Ictidopappus mustelinus Simpson. 1935 
lc./idopappu.s 171u.sreli17us Simpson, 1935, p. 237: 1937. p. 214. figs. 60-61. Maclnryre, 1966. p. 140. figs. 9-1 1 ,  PI. 1. 
figs. 14. PI. 2. figs. 5-8. 
Ho1otjpe.-USNM 9296, right dentary with P3- MI-3 
o p e  locality.-Gidley Quarry, Lebo Member of Fort Union Formation; Crazy Mountain 
Basin, Montana. 
Age a n d  distribution.-Torrejonian Land-Mammal Age (middle Paleocene). This species is 
presently known only from the type locality. 
Diagnosis.-As for the genus. 
Description.-Known specimens of Ictidopappus tnustelinus are adequately described in 
Simpson (1937, p. 214) and MacIntyre (1966, p. 140). 
Tvpodigt71.-USNM 9295 and 9296 (holotype) from Gidley Quarry (MacIntyre, 1966, p. 140). 
No additional specimens have been discovered at  Gidley Quarry or  Rock Bench Quarry. 
Brjtanictis Maclntyre, 1966 
Di((1.tl7icti.~ (in part), Simpson. 1935. p. 238: 1937, p. 209 
Prorictis (Bq.ur7ic.ri.c.) Maclntyre. 1966. p. 176. 
T ~ p e  species.- Didjjmictis tnicrolestes Simpson, 1935. 
/nc/udec/ s1~ecies.-Type species only. 
Diagnosis.-Differs from all other viverravids in having a more prominent lingual cingulum 
on M I  and  in combininga short trigonid with a prominent paraconid, low protoconid, and broad 
talonid on M I .  M2 has a short trigonid of moderate height, and a broad basined talonid. Differs 
from Sin~psonictis and Protictis in having a relatively lower trigonid and a much broader talonid 
on M I .  Differs from Ictidopappus in having larger premolars and a shorter trigonid o n  M I .  
Age a n d  distribution.-Torrejonian Land-Mammal Age (middle Paleocene). 
Discussion.-MacIntyre (1966, p. 190) described a new species, Protictis (Brj'anictis) 
i~anvaleni, from the Torrejonian Nacimiento Formation of the San Juan Basin, New Mexico. 
The type (AMNH 1603 1 )  and referred specimens are fragmentary but unlike any other viverravid 
known. According to Maclntyre, P. (5 . )  van~wleni s similar in size to 5 .  t~~icrolestes, but  this is 
not sufficient to warrant inclusion in 5r.yanictis. We here remove "Brj~anictis" vanvaleni from 
Brj'anictis and place it in a new genus It7tjsrictis (see below). 
Brj~anictis mic~rolestes (Simpson, 1935) 
Fig. 6, 8A-B 
Dic/rt,~ic.ti.s r17ic.rolc~.ste.c. Simpson, 1935. p. 238; 1937, p. 210. fig. 56-57. 
Proric.~;.~ (B~.anic.ri.s) rllic.,-olr~.srt,s, Maclntyre. 1966. p. 177. fig. 19. PI. 13. figs. 1-4. PI. 13.figs. 14. PI. 15.figs. 1-8. PI. 16. 
figs. 1-5, 7. PI. 17, figs. I ,  3, 6, 9 ,  I'l. 18, figs. 2-5. 
Proric,tis I I ~ ~ C ~ O / C . S ~ P S .  Rose. 1981. p. 146. 149. 
Ho1ot~pe.-USNM 9301, left dentary with PA-M?. 
T ~ p e  localitj..-Gidley Quarry, Lebo Member of Fort Union Formation, Crazy Mountain 
Basin, Montana. 
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FIG.  6 -  Louer  den t~ t ion  ol Br~.a/7rc.tr.s /~iic.~-o/e.sres from Rock Bench Quarry (.I-orrejonian) in the northern Bighol-n 
Bas~n .  Wyoming. A-C, left dentary with I'd-Mi ( P I !  14253) in occlusal ( A ) .  lateral (B),  and medial ( C )  vlew. 
D-E. left dentary with MI-? (PO 14254) in occlusal ( D )  and lateral ( E )  view. Note low trigonid on MI and 
anteroposteriorly shot-t trigonid on M? characteristic of Br~.anic.rr.c.. I r~gonid is narrower than talonid qn 
some specimens. 
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Axr uncl clisrrihutiot7.--1-orrejonian Land-Mammal Age (middle Paleocene). B. t,~ic~role.s~rs is 
known principally from Gidley Quarry in the Cra7y Mountain Basin, Montana (type locality), 
and from Rock Bench Quarry in the northern Bighorn Basin, Wyoming. 
Diuaynosi.r.-As for the genus. 
Descriptiot7.-Br,1~unic~ri.s 1?7icroleste.s is adequately described by Simpson (1937) and 
Maclntyre (1966). and new specimens from Rock Bench Quarry d o  not add any information not 
already evident in those from Gidley Quarry. Measurements of the Rock Bench Quarry sample 
are summarized in Table 3. 
I ABLE 3 - Summary of rnea\urenients of upper and lo\ver cheek teeth of 1-orrejoni;~n B,:1.o17i(.ri.\ t~~cc~roI~~.~ce.r f r om 
liock Bench Quarry. northern Bighorn Ba\in. Wyoming. Measurementv are defined In F i ~ u r e  1 .  
Abbrei ia t~ons  as  in l a b l e  I 
1 ;)/>tzt. ~ / < ~ l ~ l l f i o t l  




Mand. d e ~ t h  
~ : I ~ I O ( / ~ ~ I ~ ? . - A M N H  35360-35388 and OSNM 8631. 9298-9300.9301 (holotype), 9302-9308. 
9310, 9581. 9855. 10049 are known from Gidley Quarry. I !SNM 6146,6147,9875, 12151. and 
16870 are known from Silberling Quarry and other localities in the Crazy Mountain Basin 
(Maclntyrc. 1966. p .  177). New specimens from Rock Bench Quarry referred to B~:\~anicri.r 
t?lic.r.olrsre.r include: PU 14253 (1- dent. PI-MI).  14254 ( L  dent. MI-:). 14255 ( R  dent. P3-4). 17723 
( 1 .  dent. PI-MI).  17724 ( R  dent. PI-Mi), 17725 ( I .  dent. MI...). 17726 (1-  dent. MI-?) .  17727 ( 1 .  
dent. P2-;). 18528 ( R  iso. MI ) .  18529 ( L  iso. M I ) .  I8687 ( R  dent .  M.). 19053 ( L  dent. P4-MI) .  
20616 ( I .  dent. M I ) .  and several isolated lower molars (unnumbered) including two R iso. Mls .  
P A L E O C E N E  V l V E R R A V l D A E  
Protic-ti., Mat theu .  1937 
L)if/~.t7iccrir (In part) .  Cope. 1882. p .  464: 1884. p. 306. Matthe\<. 1897. p. 287. Simpson. 1935. p. 738: 1937. p. 209. 1)or-r. 
1952. p. 85. 
[71~errar~ur (In part) .  Ma t then .  1899. p. 29. \ i 'ortman. 1901. p. 145. 
Dich-rnicrr,r (Proricr~r) >fatthe\<. 1937. p. 101. 
Pro~rcrrs (in part). Maclnt!re. 1966. p. 148. 
Proricrir (Proricrrc). Maclnt l re .  1966. p. 149. Holt/man. 1978. p. 52. 
T ~ p e  species.- Prorictis ha~.denianu.s Cope, 1882. 
Inc.luded .specie.s.- Protic,ti.~ ha~5denianrts (Cope)  [ l~orrejonian] .  P. pura1~c.r Holt7man [middle 
Tiffanian], P. aga.stor n .  sp. [middle-late Tiffanian], P. lu.,.toni n .  sp.  [late 7 iffanian], P. schufi n .  
sp.  [late Tiffanian], a n d  P. cle1lensi.s (Dorr )  [late Tiffanian]. 
Diagnosis.-Generalized viverravid with moderately wide PI, having a sectorial protoconid, 
small hypoconid, a n d  a very slightly basined talonid. M i  simple and  symmetrical with high 
trigonid, prominent  paraconid nearly equal in size t o  metaconid. Paraconid, protoconid, and  
metaconid  f o r m  a c u t e  angle.  Ta lon id  basined.  n a r r o w e r  t h a n  t r igonid,  a n d  al igned 
anteroposteriorly with dentary.  M? simple and  symmetrical. with low trigonid and narrow 
basined talonid. Upper  molars much broader  than long, with reduced metaconid and little o r  n o  
trace of metaconule o r  lingual cingulum. 
Age a n d  distribution.- Protictis is known from Torrejonian and Tiffanian (middle-late 
Paleocene) age faunas  in western North America, ranging f r o m  New Mexico to Montana .  
Discussion.-As noted above, Protictis (Protictoides) described by Flynn and Galiano ( 1982) 
from the Ilintan (middle Eocene) of western Wyoming, is based on such fragmentary material 
that  it cannot  be allocated reliably t o  a n y  known genus of Viverravidae. Consequently, this new 
record is inadequate evidence that P r o t i c ~ i s  urvived through the middle Eocene. 
Protictis ha~,c/enianu.s (Cope,  1882) 
Fig. 7 
Dirl~~tiiictis huytieniunus Cope.  1882. p. 464: 1884. p. 306. PI. 23e. f ~ g r .  12-13 Mat then.  1897. p. 2x7; 1909. p. 3 h l .  
Sirnpson. 1937, p. 213. fig. 59. 
L)icl~.ti7ic.ti.r pritnu. Cope.  1 884. p. 309. 
lk'irvrro~~us ha~.clc~nianus. Matthew. 1899. p. 29. Wortrnan. 1901. p. 145. 
Dic/~.t7iic.ti.r (Proric./r.r) hm.~leniatr~~.r. Matthew. 1937. p. 102. PI. 15. f~gs .  3-5. PI. 16. figs 2-3 
h.o/~ti.r(Proric.~i.s) hg1~tieniut7u.s. Maclntyre.  1966. p. 149. figi;. 13-17. PI. 1. figs. 1-1 1 .  P1.4. Tlg\. 1-9. PI. 5. fig$. 1-6. PI. 6. 
figs. 1-6. PI. 7, figs. 1-4. 1'1. 8. figs. 2. 3. 5 .  8. 10. PI. 9. figs. 1 - 1  1 .  PI. 1 1 .  figs. 1-4. PI. 20. fig\. 1-2. 
Protic,ri.r liu~.dmianu.r. Rose. 198 I .  p. 146. 149. 
H ~ / O ~ ! ~ P . - A M N H  3368. left dentary with Pd-M2. left maxilla with P'-M'. 
T , p e  loc.alir~~.-San J u a n  Basin. New Mexico. MacIntyre (1966, p. 132, 166) indicates that  the 
holot)~pe probably c a m e  from the lower level (Del ra r l i r r iun~  zone or  biochron) of the 
Torrejonian near Chico Spring a t  the head of Gallegos Canyon  ( A M N H  locality no. I ) .  
Age andcli.stribution.-Torrejonian Land-Mammal  Age (middle Paleocene) of western North 
America. This  species ranges from New Mexico t o  Montana .  
Diagnosis.-Differs f rom Protictis p a r a l u . ~ .  P. la.l.toni. a n d  P. sc,l?affi in being significantly 
larger. Differs f rom P. agas tor  and  P. de1len.si.s in having a more sectorial M2. with a shorter.  less 
massive trigonid. Fur ther  differs f rom P. dellensi.~ in being significantly smaller. 
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FIG. 7 1.ower dentition of Proric./is l ~ f ~ ~ . c / c , n i o n ~ ~ ~  f r m Rock Bench Quai-rj ( I ot-I-ejonian), northern B~ghorn  Basin. 
Wyoming. R ~ g h t  dentar!: with Mi-: (PI! 16602) in occlusal (A) ,  lateral ( B ) .  a n d  m e d ~ a l  (C) view. Note high 
trigonid with paraconid similar in size t o  metaconid and moderate symmetrical t a lon~d  on M I  characteristic 
of Prorrc./is. Note also small, narrow, somewhat sectorial crown of M. characteristic of P~.olic,ri.\ 
ho ~.clc~nionu.r. 
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I AHI t; 4 Summar! 01 mea\urernent\ o l  uppel- and lo \ \ c~-  check tccrh o( l 01-I-clonian /'ri~~c~.rr.\ hc r~~lc~ t r~ar~~r . \  Irom 
Rock Bench Quai-r). northern B13ho1-n I3a\1n. \\!orninf. hleasurerncnts are defined in t-~gurc. 1 .  
Ahhretiation5 a \  in Iablc I .  
0 11 
- 
l ooth po\itio~i S x 5 \ '  
( /l/)(,r ~11~r11111~~11 
I" I I 8.0 
L\' I 6.1 
M: I .  5 4.5 - 5.3 5.00 0.33 6.6 
AM' 4 2.8 - 3.4 3.18 0.26 8.3 
I)\\; 5 2.1 - 2.7 2.42 0.22 9.0 
I H 4 2.8 - 3.5 3.30 0.34 10.2 
Mand. depth 2 8.3 - 9.5 8.90 
De.vc,ri/~tion.-Protihs 17a!~/enianu.s is adequately described and illustrated by Cope ( 1884). 
Matthew (1937), and Maclntyre (1966). New specimens from Rock Bench Quarry duplicate 
those known previously from the San Juan Basin, New Mexico. and Gidley Quarry, Montana. 
Measurements of the Rock Bench sample of P~.otictis ha.,-denianu.~ are summarized in Table 4. 
Di.scu.ssion.- Protictis I7aj~tlenianu.s is older than all of the other known species of Proticlis. 
and it is sufficiently generalized morphologically to be a plausible common ancestor of P. 
para lu .~ ,  P. la.l,toni, and P. schaffi, on one hand, with sectorial second molars, and P. aga.storand 
P. del/~n.cis, on the other hand, with more massive second molars. 
7:1podign7.-AMNH 3368 (holotype) is the only specimen known to come from the type 
locality, although AMNH 1776, 3244a. 3369a. 3372.3374. 3453a. 3517, 3 9 9 6 ~ .  4005, and 4060 
may come from this locality as well (Maclntyre, 1966. p. 150). Maclntyre lists AMNH 948, 1764, 
16539. 16540, 17059, and USNM 15345, 15346 as  probably coming from early T-orrelonian age 
strata in the San Juan Basin: AMNH 778, 1499. 1765. 2391. 2393. 15991-15995. 16536-16538. 
and USNM 5872. 15347-15354 as probably coming from late Torrejonian age strata in the San 
Juan Basin; and AMNH 3371 (type of synonym Didl.r,iicris prir,lu.s), 12382 as coming from 
unknown Torrejonian levels in the San Juan Basin. I n  the Crazy Mountain Basin, Gidley Quarry 
yielded AMNH 35389-35392, 35862. and Silberling Quarry yielded USNM 6145 (Maclntyre, 
1966. p. 150). 
New specimens from Rock Bench Quarry referred to Proric,ti.s /7~~1~clet7ianu.~ i clude: PII 14090 
(I- dent. MI-?). 16602 (R  dent. MI-:). 16603 ( L  dent. PI-M:). 18516 ( R  dent. M?), 18517 ( R  iso. 
M?), 18518 ( L  iso. MI ) .  18519 (R  iso. M I ) ,  18520 (R iso. M I ) ,  and 18522 (R iso. PI). 
P A L E O C E N E  V I V E R R A V I D A E  
Protic.ti.v parulits Holt7man. 1978 
Fig. 8C-F 
Pr:~~ic-r;.\ (PI',-oricric) /JUI 'U/LI< Holri.rnan. 1978. p. 52. PI. 10. rig\. I-? 
PI-r~ril rr, cl. /~ora i~r . \ .  Rose. 19x1. p .  152. 
Holor!pe.-SM M P77.6.64. right dentar) with C I  Pa-MI. 
T lpe  loc~aliri~.-Judson locality, Tongue Ri\.er Member of For t  Union Formation.  \Villiston 
Basin. North Dakota .  
Age anc/dis tr ih~rr ion .Middle  Tiffanian Land-Mammal Age (late Paleocene). This  species is 
presently known from the  northern Bighorn Basin. Wyoming, a n d  Williston Basin of western 
North Dakota .  
Diagno.sis.-Differs f r o m  Protictis laj.toni in being significantly larger. Differs f rom Prorictis 
schaffi, P. agusror, and  P. dellensis in being significantly smaller. Further differs f rom P. aga.rtor 
and P. c/ellet~sis in having a more sectorial M:. with a shorter.  less massive trigonid. 
Desc.ri/ltion.-Cedar Point specimens of this species a re  fragmentary. None is as  complete a s  
the holotype, a n d  none a d d s  any  information not readily apparent  in the type sample f rom 
Judson.  The  isolated M I  f rom Judson  described by Holtzman (1978: S M M  P77.7.139)issimilar 
in proport ion t o  M I  in later Protictis schuf/? (described here), a n d  it lacks any  trace of a lingual 
cingulum. 
The lower dentition of P. para lus  is also very similar in comparable parts t o  that  of P. .schu[fi, 
differing principally in being significantly smaller in all dimensions. The holotype dentary of P. 
para lus  has four  mental  foramina, one beneath each of the premolars. However, the two most  
complete dentaries of this species from Cedar  Point Quar ry  have only two mental foramina,  
beneath P I  and  P j  (as in  P. scl~aff i  and  most viverravids). 
Measurements of the holotype of Proricti.rparu1u.r a r e  a s  follows: C ,  L = 2.1, W = 1.4; PIL  = 
4.1, W =  1.8: M l L = 4 . 1 ,  A W = 2 . 9 ,  P W = 2 . 3 , T L = 2 . 6 . 7 ' H = 4 . 5 ;  M z L = 3 . 6 , A W = 2 . 0 ,  P W =  
1.8, T H  = 2.5 (est.); a n d  mandibular  depth beneath M I  = 5.6. Measurements of the Cedar  Point 
Quarry sample of Protictis puralus  are  summarized in Table 5 .  
Discussiot~.-Middle Tiffanian Protictis parulus resembles later P. la.~.toni and P. ,vc,l~affi' n 
having a sectorial ra ther  than  massive Mz. It is intermediate i n  size, and  a plausible c o m m o n  
ancestor of both later species. 
T~.podigm.-SMM P77.6.64 (holotype) and P77.7.139 f r o m  Judson  (Holtzman,  1978). New 
specimens f rom Cedar  Point  Quarry include: PU 20056 ( L  dent .  M I ) .  20647 ( L  dent .  M I ) .  21362 
( L d e n t .  PI-MI) .  21428 ( R  dent .  Mz), 21851 ( R  den t .  M I ) ,  2201 1 in part (numerous isolated teeth. 
including complete crowns of three iso. M I S ) .  220 12 ( R  iso. M I ) ,  22013 ( R  dent.  P4-MI) .  22014(R 
dent .  PI-MI) .  UM 64575 ( L  dent .  M I ) .  64576(Ldent .  PI ) . and  64639in p a r t ( R  iso. M I .  Liso.  M I .  
L iso. Pa). 
Protictis laytoni n. sp. 
Fig. 9 
\'i\erra\ine sp. A. Rose. 1981. p. 156. 
H o l o r ~ p e . - P U  16523. right dentary with a l ~ e o l i  f o r  all premolars .an intact crown of M I .  a n d  
alveoli f o r  M:. 
T ~ p e  locali/!..-Princeton Quarry,  Fort  Union Formation.  Clark's Fork Basin. Wyoming. 
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F I G  8 Ilentition o l  Br1.017ic.ric 117ic.ro/r.\rc,., from Rock Bench Quarry ( I o r r e jon~an)  In the northern Bighorn Has~n.  
and Proric.ris~~ural~r.\  from Judson (middle I iffanian) in the M'illiston Hasin. North Dakota. A-H. I-el't M '  of 
Rr~.u,z~(.ri.c ~,?ic.rolc,.\r~ (P l l  18529) in late]-a1 and occlutal Iiew. C-D. Left M '  of Pror~(.ri.c ~ ,urul~r . \  ( S M M  
1'77.7.139) in lateral and occlusal l i e u .  E-F.  Right dentary of Proric.ri .~/~ur-ul~t~ with CI  and PJ-M> (holotypc. 
S M M  P77.6.64) in occlusaland lateral view. Note s t rongl ingualc~ngulum on M' character~stic of B,-\,u~~icric, 
and reduced lingual cingulum on  M 1  of Proric.ri.\. Note also .;ectorial crown of M, characterist~c of Protrcri\ 
puro1ir.c and P. .\(,l7q/;li. 
Age u n d  di.rtrihution.-Late Tiffanian Land-Mammal Age (late Paleocene). 1-his species is 
known only f rom the type locality in northwestern Wyoming. 
Diugno.ci.c.-Smallest species of Protic,ti.r. Differs f rom all other  species in being markedly 
smaller. a n d  in having a more delicate M I  with a more gracile crown a n d  less massive trigonid 
cusps. 
Et,n7o/og1..-Named for  Mr .  Robert Layton,  who found the type specimen while collecting 
for  Princeton University in 1936. 
D ~ . ~ c ~ r i / ~ / i o n . - l ~ h e  holotype dentary preserves part of a shallow. unfused mandibular  
symphysis. There a re  mental foramina beneath P I  and  P1 on the labial side of thejaw.  Part  of the 
canine alveolus is preserved, a s  a re  alveoli for   PI-^. a n  intact crown of M I .  and  alveoli for  Mz. 
Judging f rom alveoli. P I  had two roots fused together and the remaining premolars were double- 
rooted. 7-he crowns of M I  in PU 16523 (holotype)  a n d  17844are virtually identical in fo rm.  Both 
have a broad trigonid with a high protoconid and lower paraconid a n d  metaconid cusps. The  
PALEOCESE V I V E R R A V I D A E  
TABLE 5 - Summar! of measurement\ of lo\rer check teeth oi middle l ifpanlan l'rorrc~i, / ~ o r r r l ~ t r  l rom Cedar I'oint 
Quarry. northern Bighorn Basin. \i boining Clsajui-cments are  dcf~ned in F ~ g u r c  I .  4bbre\ ia t ion\  as  in 
l able I. 
Tooth nosition S 0 li 'i 5 \ ' 
Mand. depth 
FIG;. 9 Lower dentition of Pro/ic,lir lu,.roni f rom Princeton Quarry (late TifPdnian) in the Clark's Fork Basin. 
M'Loming. Left dentary with M I  (holotype. P I  16523) in occlusal ( A )  and lateral (B)  blew. 
paraconid and metaconid a re  approximately equal  in height. The trigonid on  M I  is not  a s  open a s  
t h a t  of P. sc.l?qf;fi, and  the trigonid cusps themselves appear  t o  be less robust .  T h e  talonid of M I  is 
modera te  in width, with the hppoconid being the largest talonid cusp and the hypoconulid and 
entoconid being somewhat  smaller. 
T h e  holotype is larger than the one addi t ional  referred specimen in all dimensions measured 
except  talonid width. Measurements of bo th  Princeton Quarry specimens of pro tic ti.^ la1,roniare 
listed in Table 6. 
T]podig~?~. -PU 16523 (holotype, L den t .  M I ) .  and 17844 (L iso. MI). bo th  f r o m  Princeton 
Quar ry .  
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1 A131 I' 6 Surnmal! of mea\urement\ oflo\ael-cheek teeth of l ;~te  I illanian I'roriiri.\ ICII ro t l~from I'r~nceton Quai-r!. 
Clark'> Fork Hajin. \\'!omins. Mea\urernent\ a r c  delincd in Figure I .  Abb~-evi;~rions ;i  In lable I 
Mand.  depth I 4.5 
Protictis schaffi n .  sp  
Fig. 10, 1 I 
Cf. I i~,(,rru~,lr. \  sp  no\ , . .  Rose. I98 I .  p. 156 
Ho1otjpe.--PU 19365, associated left dentary with Pz-MI and right dentary with C I P i  PI-M2. 
T13j)e loc,alit.\.. ---Schaff Quarry, Fort  Union Format ion ,  Clark's Fork Basin, Wyoming. 
Age a n d  di.strihution.-Late Tiffanian Land-Mammal Age (late Paleocene). This species is 
known f rom several localities, all in the same restricted stratigraphic interval in the Clark's F o r k  
Basin of northwestern Wyoming. 
Diagnosi.r.- Differs f rom all other  species of Prorictis in having a slightly more open trigonid 
o n  M I .  Differs f rom Proticris j2aralu.s and P. laj.tor7i in being significantly larger (ca. 29% o r  55% 
larger, respectively. in linear dimensions). Differs f rom P. ugastvr and P. dellensis in being 
significantly smaller (ca. 24%' o r  34% smaller, respectively. in linear dimensions), and  fur ther  
differs f rom these species in having a more sectorial M? with a less massive trigonid. 
Et.\,17701og~~. --Named for  Mr. Charles Schaff, now of Harvard liniversity, whodiscovered the  
type locality, and .  indirectly, this specimen, while leading a Princeton field party. 
D~sc.ription.-Protic,~i.r. .rc,/~a[fi is now one of the  best known species of pro tic ti.^, being 
represented by a compressed but  otherwise nearly complete  cranium, six maxillae, and dentaries 
of eight different individuals f rom Princeton Quarry.  Schaff Quarry.  and other  localities in the 
vicinity. The  cranium. PIJ 16495, is illustrated in Figure I I .  It is the first known of Protictis 
preserving the basicranium. The total condylobasal length of this specimen, a s  preserved, is 70 
m m ,  and it is estimated t o  have been about  30-35 m m  in maximum breadth across the zygomatic 
arches. The  left premaxilla preserves alveoli for  three small incisors that  were approximately 
equal  in si7e. The  left maxilla preserves a large canine alveolus, followed by alveoli for  three 
double-rooted premolars (P"') and  intact crowns of P'-M'. Broken P'-M' are  preserved o n  the 
right side of the palate. Hence the upper  dental formula of Proticti.r was 3.1.4.2, and the lower 
formula was presumably the same ( the number of lower incisors cannot  be determined with 
certainty in a n y  known specimen). 
The  crown of P' is preserved in P l i  13964. It is very simple. with a large central cusp  
(paracone?)  and  a very small posterior cuspule a t  the base of the crown.  A distinct oblique ridge 
runs forward and medially from the paracone to the base of the crown a t  its anterolingual 
margin. P' is larger than  P'. but identical to  it in fo rm.  The  oblique anterior ridge in both appears  
to  be serially homologous with the postprotocristid on  P4 (such a s  it is) and  following molars .  
The  crown of  P' is triangular in occlusal outline. with corners defined by a small anter ior  
parastylar cusp. a lingually placed protocone, and  a crestlike posterolabial rnetastyle. The  largest 
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FIG. 1 0  l ' ppe r  and lo\ver dentition of Proiicris .sc./~afli from Princeton and Schaff quarries (late T i r an ian )  in the  
Clark's Fork Basin. \Vyoming. A-B. right nlasilla \\.ith PJ-ivl' from Princeton Quarr) (PL' 14441) in 
occlusal ( A )  and lateral ( B )  \,ie\v. C-D. left dentary with PI-M, and right dentarywith C I - P I  and Pi-M? f rom 
Schaff Quarry (holotype. P1' 19365) in occlusal ( C )  and right lateral ( D )  \ , ieu .  S o t e  partially open trigonid 
of bl, characteristic of this bpecies, and sectorial c r o u n  of M. characteristic of this species and P. /JNI.U/LI.S. 
I-he trigonid of M! in later I.i~,rrro\.rts is e\.en more open. a i t h  the paraconid placed Inore antcriorl).  
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cusp is a centrally positioned paracone, and the principal carnassial shearing crest is the 
postparacrista connecting the paracone and  metastyle. There are  n o  other  accessory cusps on  P". 
The  crown of M'  is also basically triangular. with a large protocone, large paracone, and 
smaller metacone a s  principal cusps. 1-here is a distinct paraconule, but  little o r  n o  trace of  a 
metaconule. The stylar shelf is well developed. with a prominent anterolabial parastyle 
contacting and functioning together with the metastyle on p4. Anter ior  a n d  posterior basal 
cingula a r e  well developed, but  there is only rarely a trace of a lingual cingulum connecting these 
(PLI 14165 is the only specimen preserving a n y  trace of a lingual cingulum). 'Two specimens 
preserve a faint ridge running down the back of the protocone (postprotocingulum) connecting 
w i t h  t h e  p o s t e r i o r  b a s a l  c i n g u l u m .  T h r e e  o t h e r  s p e c i m e n s  l a c k  a n y  t r a c e  of  th i s  
postprotocingulum. M' is smaller than M I ,  with no large parastyle a n d  a more reduced 
metacone. 
The lower canine and lower cheek teeth of P. scl~utfi'are best preserved in PU 19365 (holotype). 
The canine is large, with a high curving crown.  It has a distinct curving anter ior  keel running 
from the base of the crown to the apex .  P I  is small. single-rooted, with a simple pointed crown.  
P2-A are double-rooted. P? has a simple crown with an anteriorly positioned protoconid and a 
small posterior basal cusp (hypoconulid).  P? is similar t o  Pz but larger, with a small hypoconid 
between the protoconid and  hypoconulid. I'here is n o  anterior basal cusp in front of the 
protoconid o n  either Pz o r  P3. The  crown of P4 has a distinct anterior basal cusp (paraconid) ,  a 
large sectorial protoconid, a small but  well developed hypoconid a n d  a smaller posterior basal 
hypoconulid. The hypoconid is positioned slightly labially relative to  the  midline of Pd, but  the 
talonid is not basined like that  on  PJ of B/:\-unic,ti.s. 
The  trigonid of M I  is moderately high a n d  somewhat more open than  tha t  of other  species of  
Proricris. The  protoconid is the largest of the  trigonid cusps, and  the paraconid is equal  in size o r  
even slightly larger than  the metaconid. Together  these threeeuspsform a very nearly equilateral 
triangle when seen in occlusal view. There is a distinct anterolabial cingulid near the base of the 
trigonid. The talonid of M I  is moderately broad and basined. The  hypoconid is the largest 
talonid cusp on M I ,  and  the hypoconulid and  entoconid a r e  each slightly sn~a l le r .  Mz is a large 
tooth with a low trigonid. The  protoconid and  metaconid a re  equal in  size, and  the paraconid is 
slightly smaller. Together these cusps form a n  acute  triangle with the protoconid a t  its apex.  7-he 
talonid of M: is relatively long, and  nart-ower than the trigonid. The hypoconid and hypoconulid 
a re  large and form a sectorial shearing crest.  The entoconid is smaller. a n d  only partially closes 
the medial wall of the talonid. Left and right dentaries articulate by a long. shallow mandibular  
symphysis. which remains unfused th roughout  ontogeny. As in other species of Proric.ris. mental 
foramina a re  present below P i  and  P3. 
The  basicraniuln is well preserved in PI1 16495 (Fig.  I I ) ,  a mature individual with moderately 
worn cheek teeth. No trace of a n  ectotympanic is preserved in this specimen. nor  is there a n y  trace 
of a n  audi tory bulla. Consequently. it is not  possible to  determine t o  what  extent the bulla may 
have been ossified. I 'he promontorium of the  petrosal is broad and flat, taperinganteriorly. The  
fenestra rotunda and  fenestra ovale a re  well preserved on  the posterolateral a n d  lateral margins 
of the promontorium. -l-he medial edge of the promontorium is rugose in texture suggesting 
cartilaginous articulation with a n  audi tory bulla of some kind. whatever its composi t ion.  There 
is a large. well defined canal fo r  the inferior petrosal sinus (Wible. 1983; medial branch of the 
internal carotid artery by interpretation of Matthew. 1909) traversing t h e  lateral margin of the 
sphenoid, partially overlain by the petrosal on each side of the skull. This  is best shown on  the 
right side of the skull, where the petrosal n o  longer covers this canal.  A groove for  the stapedial 
branch of the internal carotid artery i h  clearly preserved on  both petrosals in front  of the fenestra 
rotunda and just belo\v the point whet-e this artery tt-aversed the fenestra ovale. penetrating the 
0 I 2 cm. 
I .  I I ( ' raniurn 01 I'rotic t i \  \ ( l i n f l i (  1'1 16495)  Irorii I 'rinccton Ouarr!  (Iittc I i t l a n i a n )  in t h e  C'larL.4 t .orL Iki\ln. 
\\ !ominy.  S t c r c o p h o t o g r a p h  \ t i o \ \ i ~ i g  p;tI;itc \\itti Ictt I"-l1 . right I"(  p a r t ) ; i n d  \I . a n d  \lightl! rli\tortc.d 
ha \ ic ran iun i .  it11 in \entr i i l  \ i e n .  K o t c  g r o o \ c  l o r  a I;trgc ~ n l c r i o r  p c t r o u l  \ ; n u \  (I/'.\') po \ i t ioncd  medial  t o  
t h e  ;iuditor! h~rl l i t .  iind rugo\c  :irticular \ u r l i i c ~  /< . I . \ )  ;rIong mcdiiil cdgc  01 t h e  pctro\aI  de l imi t ing  rncd1;il 
niargin 01 ;tudltor! hull;i I htrlla it\clf. o \ \ i f i cd  o r  ~ r n o \ \ ~ l i c c l .  1 4 no t  prc\er\erl  1. I he \cntr;rl \urI:tc,c 01 tllc 
p romontor i~r r i i  01 t he  lett pc t ro \a l  ( a t  riyht in p h o t o y r ; i p h \ ~  c \ l l ih i t \  ;I !;tint g r o o \ c  tha t  prohahl!  rcpre\crit\ 
t h e  proniontor!  h ranch  ot t h e  intcrriitl c : t r ~ ~ t i d  arter!. \pp:trent d e e p  F r o o \ c  o n  \ c n t r a l  \urt ;~c.c 0 1  the. rrght 
petro\;i1 I \  ;I p rc \c r \a t iona l  arti1ac.t. Kate ; i I \ o  to r  ;t \niall lateral  \ t a p e d ~ a l  ;rrtcr! I \  1 )  c . r -o \ \~r i~ '  t!ie 
t enc \ t ra  o \ ; ~ l c .  Interpret ; i t ion 01 c.:trot~d c . ~ r c ~ ~ l l ; i t ~ o n  1 1 1 1 1 0 \ ~ ~  \\ lhlc I I Y K ' I .  \tale 1 .5  tlrnc\ n a t r ~ r a l  \ r /c  
\ tape\  ( n o t  prc\cr icd) .  I much fainter impre\ \ ion of a g r o o i e  i \  prewnt running :tntcriorl! 
:icro\\ the ~ e n t r o l a t e r a l  \urface of the p romontor ium.  I hi\ g r o o i e  probabl! reprc\ent\ the 
promontor! branch of the internal carotid arter! ( \ \  ible. 19x3. and pt.r\onal cornmun~ca t ion l .  
\ lea\urement\  of the holot! pe a re  a \  folio\{\: C! I = 3.0. \\ = 2.0: P.1 = 1.5. \\ = 0.9: 1' 1 .  = 
3.7. \ = 6 1 . 3 .  \\ = 2 . 1 :  \1 1 . = 5 . 3 .  I\\ = 3 . 6 .  I)\ \  = 3 . 1 .  1 1 - = 3 . 5 .  1 H = . 9 :  
mandibular  depth belo\{ \I1 = 7.6. \ l ea \urement \  ot the combined \ample of a11 I:ite 1 ~ f t a n ~ i i n  
Proric ri\ \ (  1111111 itre \ummari /ed in 1 able  7 .  
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I ABL-F: 7 - Summary of rneasurernents of upper and lower- cheek teeth of late Irlfanlan Pro~rc.~i.c .,c,l7uf/i 11-om 
Princeton Quarry. Schafl Quarry. and \.ici111t). Clar-k's F o r k  B a i n .  Li'yoming. Mea\urcmentsaredefined 
in Figur-e I. Abbreviation\ ah in l able I. 
Mand.  depth 
Di.rc.rr.\.sion.--I he configuration o f  cranial arteries in primiti\.e carni\.ores and othel- mammals 
can only be inferred from fossils. interpreted. to  be sure. in light of l i \ . ingforn~s.  The  presence o f a  
moderately large canal for  a "medial internal carotid arter)," in 1'1' 16495. in addition t o  a faint 
gro0i.e for  the promontory branch of  the internal carotid artery and a clearly defined grooxe for  a 
distinct stapedial branch of the carotid artery. might appear  t o  support  Mattheu 's  (1909. p. 358)  
inference that three branches of  the internal carotid artery were present in middle Eocene 
l i \ ~ e r r u \ ~ ~ r . r  and other  primitive mammals. On the other  hand.  a n  earl). Eocene skull of  
I ' i \~rrru\~u.s  ac.rrrrr.s (L 'M 67326) c u r r e n t l ~ ,  under study sho\vs no evidence of a promontory 
gr0oL.e. Presley (1979) has questioned Matthe~v's configuration (three branches of the internal 
carotid appearing simultaneously). based on  comparati\ .e study of the ontogeny of this 
anatomical region in living mammals.  Furthermore. Wible's (1983) re\,iew of fossil evidence 
suggests that the "medial internal carotid artery" of Matthew (1909) a n d  others is really a n  
inferior petrosal sinus. Consequently, there is now little basis fo r  interpreting the groove medial 
to  the promontorium in Protic,ti.s(or in Lri\7erro\3us) as  part of the internal carotid arterial system. 
Radinsky (1977) described the flattened partial endocast of the brain of PLJ 16495 (as  
"Did~.tnic.ri.s"), noting that  the neocortex is little expanded.  lacking sulci. and the inferior 
(posterior) colliculi of the corpora  quadrigemina a re  equal in size t o  the  superior (anter ior)  
colliculi. Sensory a n d  motor  association functions of the neocortex were PI-esumably somewhat 
less well developed than  those of latercarnivores. The superior colliculi serve a s  centers for visual 
reflexes, and the inferior colliculi serve as  centers for acoustic reflexes. T h e  fact that both a re  
similar in sire in pro tic ti.^ schuffi may indicate that vision and audi t ion were of comparable 
importance in this Paleocene predator .  
T ~ ~ / ~ o d i , ~ i ~ i . - T h r e e  sp cimens a r e  known from the type locality, Schaff Quarry:  PI! 19365 
(holotype. L dent .  Pz-MI,  R dent .  CI-PIP3-M?), 19391 ( L  max.  P4-MI), and  19476 ( L m a x .  Pa-'). 
Referred specimens are  known f r o m  Princeton Quarry (SC-187): PI1 13964 ( R  max.  P'-MI). 
14165 ( L  max.  PI-M'). 143 15 ( L  dent .  M I ) ,  1431 8 ( R  dent .  M I ) ,  14441 ( R  max.  PA-M') 16495 
(skull with palate and  basicranium), 17848 ( L  dent .  C I  P3-.), 17849 ( 1  dent .  P?-M:). 17853 ( I .  iso. 
P"). UM 68855 ( L  dent .  M I ) .  a n d  76857 (1. dent .  MI-?) :  Northwest of Princeton Quarry: P11 
18955 ( R  max.  PJ-M'); S t o r m  Quar ry :  PLJ 18318 ( I .  dent .  PI-M?); Fossil Hollow (SC-198): P I ]  
22015 ( R  iso. M I ) :  SC-165: I! M 68271 ( R  iso. M I ) .  69538 ( L .  max .  M I - ' ) .  8 1709 ( L  iso. PA); and  
SC-270: UM 73577 ( L  iso. MI). I I M  73360 from SC-257, a t  o r  near the Tiffanian-Clarkforkian 
boundary. is slightly larger than a n y  other  specimen ofthis  species but it isclearlyclosely related. 
Protictis agastor n. sp. 
Fig. 12 
h . o r i ( . r r . ,  cf. / 1 ~ 1 ( / ~ t 7 i 0 t 7 1 i . ~ .  Rose. 1981. p .  152 
Hologpe.--PI! 2131 1 .  left dentary with MI-? .  
T\.pe localii~..-Cedar Point Quarry.  Fort Union Formation in northern Bighorn Basin. 
Wyoming. 
Age anddi.rlrihution.-Middle Tiffanian Land-Mammal Age (late Paleocene) in the northern 
Bighorn Basin. Wyoming. 
Diagnosis.-Differs f rom Prorict i .~ puru1u.s. P. lal.rot71, and  P. .rc,huf/i' in being significantly 
larger (ca. 719;. 105% o r  32% larger. respectively. in linear dimensions). Differs from these 
species a n d  P. ha~l~clenianus in having a longer and  more massive trigonid o n  MI. Differs from P. 
clel1en.si.s in being significantly smaller (ca. 13% smaller in linear dimensions). 
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FIG.  12 11ppc1- a n d  lower dentition of P,-ol~c,/i\ c~gr r \~o r  from Cedar I'oint Quarry (middle I ~ f f a n ~ a n )  i  the northcl-n 
H~ghorn Has~n.  Wyoming. A-B, left maxilla with I" and P"-M' (PO 21242) in lateral ( A ) a n d  occlusal ( R )  
\icw. C-D. left dentary with MI-:  (holotype. I'll 2131 I )  in occlusal ( C )  and lateral ( D )  view. Notc high 
trigonid on MI and anteroposteriorly elongated trigonid with bulbous cusps on c rush~ng  c!-own of M: 
ch. ilnctcristic .. . of this species and P tlel/c~f~.ti.\. 
E t j . m o l o ~ ~ ~ . - q ~ a s t o r ,  G eek. kinsman. in allusion t o  the close relationship inferred for  this 
species and  Protictis r/ellen.si.~. 
De.sc,ri/)rion.-One good maxilla, PU 21242. is known f r o m  the type locality. It preserves a 
large alveolus fo r  the upper  canine. P' is two-rooted, with a single apical cusp and  a simple 
labiolingually compressed crown. Judging from alveoli,  bere re both double-rooted. P' is 
similar in form to that  in P. schufli'. differing only in having a larger. more medially positioned 
protocone and a larger more inflated anter ior  parastyle. M '  and  M' a r e  also similar in form to 
these teeth in P. .cc.hqffi. O n  MI,  all of the cusps a r e  slightly higher and  a t  the same time blunter. 
There is n o  lingual cingulum on  M ' .  The  crown of M' is relatively smaller than that  in P. schafi.  
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L M  64555 is a d e n t a r  of P. agastor ~vith alveoli for the lower canine. a single-rooted P I .  
double-rooted dPz or P:. and crowns of P3 and PJ erupting. P3 appears to be erupting ahead of 
P4. Mental foramina are located beneath the sites of definiti1,e P I  and P;. The most complete 
dentary of this species is PC 2 13 1 I (holotype). with alveoli for P4 and intact crowns of M I 1 .  The 
crown of M I  is similar in size and proportion to that in P. l1aj.clet7ianu.r. with a large high 
protoconid, moderately large paracone and metacone approximately equal in size. and a basined 
talonid of moderate width. Ml is distincti1.e in being relatively small. with a large equilateral 
trigonid and narrow basined talonid. The trigonid is larger. relative to the talonid. the trigonid 
cusps are more bulbous. and the talonid is narrower than comparable features in P. /Ial.denianus. 
Measurements of the type specimen. PI.1 21 31 I .  are as follows: M I L  = 6.5, AW = 4.4, PW = 
3.4. TL  14.3, T H  = 8.3: M2L=4.3. AW = 2.7, PW 1 2 . 2 .  TH ~ 3 . 1 .  Mandibulardepth below 
MI = 9.1. Measurements of the entire sample of this species from Cedar Point Quarry are 
summarized in Table 8. 
Disc,ussion.-We conservatively interpret both larger and smaller forms of large Protictis 
from Cedar Point as males and females, respectively, of a single species Protictis agastor. The 
holotype is one of the group of smallerindividuals. Should i t  prove likely that two species of large 
Protieris are represented a t  this locality, P. agastor would apply to the smaller. The group of 
specimens including the holotype of Protictis agastor is, in any event. clearly different from P. 
rlellensis. 
Tl,podigni.-The following specimens are known from the type locality, Cedar Point Quarry: 
PU 19983 ( L  dent. Ml), 21242 ( L  max. PIP'-M'), 2131 1 (holotype, L dent. MI-l), 2201 1 in part 
(two L iso. MIS ,  R M I  trigonid, R dent. PJ), UM 63 102 ( M I .  sacrificed for strontium analysis), 
64555 ( R  dent. P3-4 erupting), 71836 (L  iso. MI). 
Protictis dellensis (Dorr,  1952) 
Fig. 13 
D i ( f i . t ~ ~ i c l i . ~  ~/~~I le t~.s i .s  Dorr. 1952. p. 85. fig. 6. PI. 7. figs. 3 .  4 
Dic/!.t?7icci.s ?sp. nov.. Rose. 198 1 .  p. 156. 
Ho1otjpe.-UM 27232, right dentary with Cl-PI and PI-MI. 
T\.pe localitj..-Dell Creek Quarry, Hoback Formation. Hoback Basin of western Wyoming. 
Age a n d  Distribution.-Late Tiffanian Land-Mammal Age (late Paleocene). This species is 
known from localities in the northern Bighorn Basin and Clark's Fork Basin, Wyoming, in 
addition to the type locality. 
Diagnosis.-Largest species of Protictis. Differs from P. ha.~.cletzianus. P, paralus, P. laj,loni, 
and P. schaffi in being significantly larger and in having a larger, more massive trigonid on MI. 
Differs from P. agastor in being significantly larger. 
De.rcription.-PU 13961 and 14319 (possibly representing the same individual) together 
constitute most of a right maxilla. Alveoli indicate that P I - '  wereall double-rooted. The crown of 
P' is similar to that in P. agastor, although the anterior parastyle is clearly smaller than the 
protocone in this species. M I  and preserved remains of M' are larger (and more worn). but 
otherwise very similar to M I - '  in known P. agastor. 
UM 27232 (holotype) is still the most complete dentary of this species, and it is the only 
specimen known preserving the lower canine. As in P. .rchaff!, the canine has an  anteromedial 
crest or keel running from the base to the apex of the crown. PI  is single-rooted. with a 
labiolingually compressed crown, a simple apical cusp. and a small posterior cuspule. Pl is two- 
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I AB1.E 8 - Summar! of measurements of upper and loi\cr cheek teeth of  middle l ilfanran PI-oli<-r!.\ NR( I~ IO I -  from 
Cedar I'oinc Quarry. northern Bighorn Basin. \ \ ' ~oming .  Measurements ar-e defined In I-igure I 
Abbreviations ac in I able I. 
I o o t h  position \ 0 11 1 S I - 
Mand. depth 2 9.1 -14.8 1 1.95 
rooted,  and  the crown (preserved in PU 13937) is long and  narrow, with a simple apical cusp and  
a small posterior cuspule. P3 a n d  P4 a re  double-rooted and similar in form. Both have long 
narrow crowns, a n  anteriorly positioned basal paraconid, a large compressed protoconid,  
smaller accessory hypoconid. and a crest-like posterior basal hypoconulid. There is a faint 
posterolingual cingulid on  bo th  premolars, better developed o n  Pa, making the ta lonids of both 
teeth slightly basined. The  crown of M I  is large. with a massive trigonid and broadly basined 
talonid. T h e  paraconid and  metaconid a r e  approximately equal in size, making a n  acute  angle 
with the more prominent protoconid. As in P. agasror, the trigonid of M ?  is open, with bulbous 
crushing cusps, and the talonid is basined but narrow. 
The mandibular  symphysis is long, shallow, a n d  unfused in P. dellensis a s  it  is in other  
Proric./i.s. The  holotype, U M  27232, preserves four  mental foramina o n  the lateral surface of the 
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FIG. 1 3  Upper dentition o f  Protic,ti.s clc~llc~~~.si.s from Princeton Quarry. A-B, right maxilla with P4. MI-' ( P I 1  14319. 
13961) in lateral ( A )  and occlusal (B) views. Lower dentition of putative female and male Prolic,~O (/(>/I~I~.s;.\ 
from Princeton Q L I ~ ~ I - y  in the Clark's Fork Basin and Dell Creek Quarry in the Hoback Basin. W1,oming. C- 
D. right dentary with PI-M. from Princeton Quarry (PLI 13937) in occlusal (C)  and lateral (D)  view. E-F. 
right dentary bvith C I - P I  and P I -MZ from Dell Creek Quarry (holotype. IJM 27232) in occlusal ( E )  and 
lateral ( F )  view. Note difrcrencc in overall size of these specimens suggesting scxual dimorphism. and 
anteropostcriorly elongated 11-igonid with bulbous cusps on crushing crown o f  M. charactcristic of this 
species and P. ~ g u s ~ o r .  High trigonid of  M I  and narrolv talonid on  MI distinguish P~-o~ic,ti.s I roni later 
l l i ~ l 1 ~ t ~ 7 i c t i . ~ .  
dentary. one below each premolar. PU 13937. on the other hand, has the typical Protictis pattern 
of two mental foramina, one beneath both P I  and Pj. The masseteric fossa is well preserved in 
both of these specimens, and in both it is very deeply excavated. The mandibular condyle in PU 
13937 is cylindrical. with the articular surface wrapping around the ventral part of the 
posteromedial part of this cylinder. 
Measurements of the type specimen, U M 27232, are as follows: C I L =  5.3, M1= 3.4; P I  L=3.8, 
W =  1.7; P3Lz8.5 ,  W ~ 3 . 2 ;  P1Lz9.0 ,  W z 3 . 9 :  MIL=8.5.AW=6.1,  IJW=4.8.TL=5.2.TH 
= 9.6; M2L = 6.1, AW = 4.0. PW = 3.1, TH = 3.3. Mandibular depth beneath M I  = 14.2. 
Measurements of all of the known specimens of this species are summarized in Table 9. 
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I AB1.E 9 - S u m m a r y  o f  measurements  of upper  a n d  lower check teeth o f  late l i ffanian Prori(.ri.\ r/e//eti.\tc f r o m  
Princeton Q u a r r y  a n d  ~ i c i n i t y  in the Clark'r  Fork  Basin a n d  Dell  Creek  Q u a r r y  in the  Hoback  13a\in. 
Wyoming.  Measurement5  a r e  defirled in Figul-e I. A b b l - e ~ i a t i o n s  a s  In l a b l c :  I .  
M a n d .  dep th  7 10.2 -14.2 12.20 
Disc~u.ssion. - Protic.ri.~ clellensis was originally described a s  a species of Didj.mic.ri.s (as  were 
most Protie.ri.~). Of all Proric,ti.s, this species is most similar t o  later Dic/j>niic.tis, a t  least in size. 
However, P. dellensis has a relatively shorter  trigon on M ' ,  higher trigonid and  narrower talonid 
o n  M I ,  and  a higher. more  open trigonid a n d  narrower talonid o n  M2,characteristics that  clearly 
ally it with Pr-oric.ris rather than Dicl~~tnicris. P. ciel1en.si.r m a y  prove to be ancestral t o  later 
Dic/~.t?7icti.~, but it has  not  yet acquired the diagnostic features of this genus. 
l J  M 27232 and PIJ 13937 are  here interpreted a s  male a n d  female of the same species. I hey 
could a s  well represent different species. One way to test these alternative interpretations is to  
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analyze the pattern of tooth size variability in larger samples of Dicl1.ruic.ti.v a s  these become 
available f rom Clarkforkian and Wasatchian localities. If Didl.mic.ti.\ should prove t o  be a direct 
descendant of Proric,ris agastor and  P. ciellensi.~. then patterns of variability observed in 
Di&.t?iicti.~ could appropriately be applied in interpreting pro tic ti.^ a s  well. Pending newJ 
information,  we conservatively retain both large a n d  small forms in a single species P. c/el/rnsi.s. 
T1podigm.-Two specimens are  known from the type locality, Dell Creek Quarry: U M 27232 
(holotype, R dent .  C I P ~ P ~ - M ~ ) ,  and  27526 ( L  iso. P3-'1. Referred specimens a re  known f r o m  
Divide Quarry:  UM 63281 ( R  iso. Mi); Princeton Quarry:  P C  13937(R dent .  PI -M?) .  13961 ( R  
max.  P'). 14317 (Liso.  M I .  probably same individualas  13937). 14319 ( R  max.  MI) ,  14320 ( L  iso. 
p4); and  Fossil Hollow (SC-198): IJM 69241 ( L  den t .  MI-?. weathered) and 80249 ( R  iso. M2). 
Intyrictis n. gen 
P~.oric.ri\ ( Br\.crr~ictr.\) ( ~ n  part) ,  Macln tyre .  1966. p. 190. 
Br.~onrcri.\ ( i n  past). R ~ g b y .  1980. p. 84. 
T 1 . p ~  spec.ies.- Pr-oticris (L?rj,anic.tis) vanvaleni M a c  lntyre 1966. 
Included species.-Type species only. 
Age a n d  clistrih~ction.-Inrj,rictis is known f rom the Torrejonian Land-Mammal Age (middle 
Paleocene) of New Mexico and  southwestern Wyoming. It has not been found in the Torrejonian 
of northwestern Wyoming o r  Montana.  
Diagnosis.-Resembles Br.\,anic.ti.s in having a relatively lower crowned PI and  a lower 
trigonid o n  M I  compared with other  Viverravidae. Differs from Br-l~anictis and  all o ther  
viverravid genera in having a prominent metaconid on  PA. 
Et~. t?~olog. l . . -Narned f o r  D r .  Giles T e r n a n  M a c l n t y r e ,  in  recognit ion of his m a j o r  
contr ibut ion t o  the study of Paleocene Viverravidae. 
Di.~c,ussion.-As long a s  the holotype was the only known specimen, it was impossible t o  know 
if this medium-sized viverravid represented a t axon  different f rom Brj~at2ic.ti.v niic~role.vte.s, o r  
merely a n  aber ran t  individual of that  species. Rigby (1980) has recently reported a large 
collection of  "Brjanictis" \ u n \ ~ a l e n i  f r o m  Swain Quarry in southwestern Wyoming. This  
collection includes 24 P's, which, according to Rigby, all have a well defined metaconid. None of  
the specimens of Bv~anic t i s  ( o r  any  other  viverravid) examined in the course of o u r  s tudy showed 
a n y  trace of a metaconid on Pa. Consequently, we here place "Brj'unic~ti.r" \*an\,alet7i in a new 
genus I t~r~ , r ic . t i .~ .  The consistency with which the metaconid is developed in Intl.~.ic,tis indicates 
that  this f o r m  is quite different f rom other  known viverravids. one probably confined t o  more  
southerly latitudes than those being sampled in northern Wyoming and Montana .  
lt~t.~.ric,tis \ ~ a n i a l e n i  (Macln tyre ,  1966) 
Pi-oricri.\ (Bi-l.ur~ic-rU) ~ ~ u ~ i ~ ~ o l r r ~ i  Maclntyre. 1966. p. 190. lig. 2 0 .  PI. 16. Ilg. 6. PI. 17. ligs. 5. X.  I'l. 18. fig. I 
H~.~.cri~ic.ri.~ I.UI~I,N/CI~I. K~gby .  1980. p. 84. 
Holo t .~pe . -AMNH 16031. left dentary with P4 and  partial M I .  
T 1 . p ~  loc~rrli{~..-East fork of Arroyo ' l~orrejon,  Nacirniento Formation.  San  .Juan Basin. New 
Mexico. 
Age a n d  c/i.vrrihurion.-7-orrejonian Land-Mammal  Age (middle Paleocene) of northern New 
Mexico a n d  southwestern Wyoming. 
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LIia,yno.vi.c.-As for the genus. 
De.sc.r-ii,riotl.--All known specimens of this species a r e  described by Maclntyre (1966) and 
Rigby (1980). [-his species is not known from Gidley Quarry o r  Rock Bench Quarry.  
T ~ p o d i g n ~ .  The  only specimen known from the type locality is A M N H  16031 (holotype) .  
Other  referred specimens from Swain Quar ry  in southwestern Wyoming include A M N H  
87921a-k, 87925, 87926, 87927a-b, 87928a-J. 87930a-f, 88071a-j, 88076a-h. 88078a-h, 88079(?), 
8808 la-d(?), 88082. 88083a-e, 100368, 100380a-g, 100440a-h, 100448a-d, 10045 1 ,  100593, 
100594. 100602, 100603a-b, 100608, 100609, 100610, 100629,100631, 100633a-e, 100634,100635, 
100637a-e, 100697a-b, 100784a-c, 100797a-b, a n d  100825 (Rigby,1980, p. 85). 
Raphictis n. gen 
T ~ . p e  spec,ies.--Rupl?ictis gausion n. sp. 
It7c.lurled .~pecie.s.-Type species only. 
ASP a n d  di.rrl-ibu/ion.-Middle '1-iffanian L a n d - M a m m a l  Age ( la te  Pa leocene)  o f  
northwestern Wyoming. 
1liugno.ui.s.- Differs f rom all other  viverravid genera in having relatively narrower lower cheek 
teeth. and  higher, more needlelike trigonid cusps on  M I .  Also differs in having the talonid of M I 
set a t  a n  angle relative t o  both the trigonid and  the long axis of the dentary. 
E1.1'171olog.l~. Ra/~hi.s, Gr.,  needle, and iliti.~, Gr .  (fern.), martin o r  weasel, in reference to  the 
sharp  needlelike trigonid of M I  in this genus,  a n d  its inferred weasel-like habits. 
Discussion.-Features distinguishing Raphict i .~ a re  not found in a n y  other North American 
viverravid. Chinese Pappicriclops ucie.r W a n g  (1978), a species that  is rather different f rom the 
type species of Pup,~~ic. t ido,~~s ( P .  or-iei~talis Qiu a n d  1-i, 1977), resembles the type species of  
I;)u/~hic/i.s t o  some degree in  having very narrow lower premolars and molars. "P." ac,ie.v could 
conceivably represent a n  Asian species of Rul)lzicti.u. 
Raphictis gausion n. sp  
Fig. 14 
Pro/ r [ . l i \  sp.. lio\c. 198 I . p. 152 
Holo[\pc.. -PI! 21244, left dentary with P I - M l .  
P1.1~ l o c ~ u l i ~ . ~ ~ . - C e d a r  Point Quarry,  For t  Union Formation.  northern Bighorn Basin. 
Wyoming. 
A,ye ut7~1rii .~trihu/i0t~. M i d d l e  Tiffanian Land-Mammal Age (late Paleocene). This  species is 
known only from the type locality. 
IIiu,yt1osis. A s  for the genus. 
1 0 1 o , y 1 .  gau.uo.v, Gr..  angled. bent (with a comparative suffix). in reference t o  the more 
angled position of the talonid on  Mi .  relative to both the trigonid and long axis of the  dentar), .  
distinguishing this species from other  \.i\.erravids. 
IIe.uc~r-i/11iot7. The  upper dentition of Ru/)llic~ri.s is not yet known. The  lower dentition is best 
preserved in PLJ 2 1244 (holotype). where the canine and P I  a re  represented by incomplete alveoli. 
P? is represented by a n  additional pair ofalveoli.  The  c rown of P3 is preserved intact in PII 19987. 
It is narrow. with a single apical cusp (protoconid) .  and  a small posterior basal hypoconulid. 
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FIG 14 - L.ouer dentition of K ~ / ~ l i i i ~ t ~ ~  ~rrroi017 Crom Cedar Point Quarry (middle liffanian) of northern Bighorn 
Habin. \\ yoming. L.elt dental-! u i th  P;-M2 (holotype. Pli 21244) in occlusal ( A )  and lateral ( B )  ~ i e u . .  Note 
na r ron  crown\ of all teeth and obliqucl> angled talonid on Mi characteristic of this genus. 
There is n o  trace of a n  anter ior  basal cusp, nor  is there an11 trace of a n  accessory hypoconid 
behind the protoconid. P1 is preserved in three specimens, including the holotype. I t  too has a 
narrow crown with a large compressed protoconid and small posterior hypoconulid. In addition. 
P4 has a n  anterior basal paraconid,  and  a distinct hypoconid behind a n d  slightly labial to  the 
protoconid. There is n o  lingual cingulid. and the talonid of P4 is unbasined. 
The  trigonid and talonid of  M I  a re  both relatively narrow by comparison with those of 
Protictis. The protoconid o n  M I  is high and  sharp.  The paraconid is nearly a s  high a s  the 
metaconid. and  it is more centrally located on  the midline of the tooth (and dentary) than is 
typical of Proticri.~. T h e  paraconid.  protoconid. and  metaconid together f o r m  a n  approximately 
equilateral triangle. The  talonid of M I  is moderate  in width and  somewhat  basined. It differs 
f rom that  in othel- viverravid species in being more oblique relative t o  the trigonid and long axis  
of the dentary. the entire talonid appearing t o  be rotated several degrees labially. This 
appearance is enhanced by reduction of the entoconid and  lingual edge of the talonid. Ml  is small 
and  narrow, with a moderately high and open trigonid. but a long, narrow, slightly basined 
talonid. T h e  hypoconid a n d  entoconid a re  more reduced o n  M l  in Raphictis than they are in 
o ther  Paleocene viverravids. 
The  mandibular  symphysis is long, shallow. and unfused in the holotype. Mental foramina a r e  
located below P I  and  Pi. a s  in o ther  viverravids. 
Measurements of the  holotype a re  a s  follows: P3L = 2.8. W = 1 .O; P4L = 4.0, W = 1.5; M I L =  
3.4, A\hl = 2.4. P W  = 1.8. T L  = 2.4. TH = 4.5: M21. = 2.9. A W  = 1.5. P W  = 1.1. T H  = 1.9. 
Mandibular  depth below M I  = 5.1. Measurements of the entire sample  of this species f r o m  
Cedar  Point Quar ry  a r e  summarized in Table 10. 
T1pocligm.-The following specimens a re  known from the type locality. Cedar  Point Quarry:  
PI: 19987 ( R  den t .  P I - M I ) ,  21244 (holotype. 1. dent .  P3-M?). 2201 1 in part ( R  iso. Mi ,  Liso.  M I .  
and 1- iso M I  trigonid), a n d  E M  64639 in part ( L  iso. PI). 
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I ,ABLE 10 Summar! o f  measurements of loner  cheek teeth oi'middle 1 iffanian Ro i~ l ! i c .~~ . \ , yu ! r . \ i o~~  from Cedar ['olnt 
Qdarr). northern Bighorn Basin. \i'!oming. ble;~sul-crnent\ are defined 111 Figure I .  Ahhrev~ation\ a5 in 
lable I .  
Mand. depth 2 
In beginning this study, we considered each of the principal quar ry  samples of middle and late 
P a l e o c ~ n e  viverravids separately, showing that four  viverravid species a re  present a t  Rock Bench 
Quarry,  three species a re  probably present a t  Cedar  Point Quarry,  and three species are  probably 
represented a t  Princeton Quar ry  and vicinity. Within each quar ry  sample, individual species can 
most easily be distinguished o n  the basis of overall size (Figs. 2-4). Other  morphological 
characteristics of Paleocene viverravids a re  consistent with, and  further support ,  initial 
distinctions based on  size. Any consideration of the evolution of Viverravidae through time 
requires temporal ordering of samples, which is, in this s tudy,  provided by stratigraphic 
superposition and a dense network of faunal correlations within the northern Bighorn Basin and  
adjacent C1a;k's Fork Basin. The stratigraphic distribution of too th  sire, and  by  inference body 
size, in successive samples of Palpocene Viverravidae is shown in Figure 15. This chart  and the 
morphological comparisons detailed above suggest a tentative outline of the phylogenetic 
relationships of early North American viverravids. 
Ictirlopuppus n7ustelinu.c. is a highly specialized viverravid known only from the Torrejonian 
Land-Mammal Age (middle Paleocene) of Montana .  It is not yet known f r o m  the Bighorn Basin. 
The  two species of Sitnpsonic,fis present in the Bighorn Basin, S. renuis and  S .  pegus, are  very 
similar and  undoubtedly closely related. They t o o  a re  known only from the Torrejonian. 
5rj.anictis inicrolestes may be  closely related t o  Int~.ric.tis ~~anvaleni ,  a species not represented in 
existing collections from the Bighorn. Clark's Fork ,  o r  Cra7y Mountain basins. Both of these 
genera a n d  species a r e  restricted t o  the Torrejonian. A fifth genus present in the Torrejonian. 
Protic,ti.~, ranges f rom New Mexico through Wyomingand M o n t a n a .  It is more generalized than 
Ic,ridopuppu.~, Sii~~p.sonirtiv. Bq.anic,ti.$. o r  It711~ric~ti.r. and Torre.jonian Protictis is the most 
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a. I N O  .I/ 3.240 1 
S. t e n u i s  S. p e g u s  6 m i c r o l e s t e s  P haydenianus 
~ l .  5 Strat~gr-aphic and po\\ ible ph!logenet~c relatlon\hlps of I'aleocene \ '~ \e r rs \ i dae  ln  the Hlghorn and C'lar-k'h 
Fork ha\ln\. \V)oming. Absciaw rnea\ur-c\ tooth hi/e and. b> iniercnce. bod! \17e. Ordinate i \h t ra t~g~-aphic  
le\el ( in  meter-\) abo\e the ba\e o l  the Fol-t I ' n ion  For rna t~on  on I'olccat Hcnch. lor-rcionian Rock Hench 
Quarl-! 15 at the 60 rn le\el. middle l i l l ~ ~ n i a n  Cedar Point Quair! ih  at appr-o.\rm;~tcly 325 rn. and late 
l i fk in ian Princeton Quarry is at the 700 m Iz\el. .~II?~~~.\oII~~~II.\. Ur~-o~lcc.ri\. and Knl~ l l~c. i i . \  appear to l ia \e  
\er> I-e\t~ictetl \ trat~graphic range\. \\bile Proric.ii\ I-ange, Iron1 the lol l-ejonian thr-ouyh the I ~ll:rni;~n. 
[o r rq i i o~ l~an  /~~ic /o/~cr /~ l ) l r \  and /~irr-t- i i . l i \  are not kno \ \n  l rom the Highol-n or  Clark'\ t-ork ba\in\ and 
con,equently the! 31-s not \ho\vn here. I'attrrn o i  atratophenetic l inking 15 baaed on all morpholoyical 
ch, ~~r , ic ter~, t~c\  .. . pre,er\ed ~n thr  \pecimzn\ at tiand. Sole apparent ;~\!mmetr-! ~ n e \ o l u t ~ o n  l  I 'rorii r i \ .  \ \ i t h  
large P. INI/I,II(IILI.\ g ~ \ i r i g  ~riae to ~1naII.  tnrdium. and large \pccieh in  later- inter\al\ .  PI-orii 11.5 .5i.l1irlli 15 a 
Ilkel! anceatol- ol  some or al l  late]- I I~Y,~I-(I\,~I\. 1'. ~ii~ll~~~i\i\ i\ a plau\ible ance tor ol later Ilir11.1i11c if\. but  
R t : ~ r r ~ i ~ ~ i i \  a l \o  rciernhle\ D~( / I . I I~ I~~I \  i n  the plopor-t ion\ o l  I[\ uppcl and lo\\cr n i o l a ~ \ .  BI-I~IIIC~I\ ma! be 
ancc\t~-al to I ) i ~ l ~ t ~ i i c . i l . \  n  sp~tc ol the ab\cnce ol Lno \ \n  l iltanian rntsl-niediatr\. 
plausible c o m m o n  a x e s t o r  for  all of the known I iffanian vi\.erra\'ids. I -wo distinct lineages o f  
P,-oric,ri.c a r e  represented in the middle Tif.fanian. and  three distinct lineages a r e  represented in the  
late l ~ i f f a n i a n .  In addition. the divergentll. specialired genus R(~,~~llic.ri.s is likel), to  be d c r i ~ e d  f r o m  
'1-orre-jonian PI-otic~i.~. Derivation from .Yitll/~.~otli(.rj.~ is also possible. but f<u/?liic.ri.s does no t  
ha\.e the t r iangular  PA (in occlusal outline). reduced paraconid on  MI. or  high trigonid on M. 
characteristic of Sitii/?.ronic.ri.r. 
I here is. a s  shown here. considerable diversit). in middle Paleocene \ ' iverra\idae. 6 i . e  genera 
and  six species a re  knov,n from sediments of Torrejonian age in the b 'estern Interior of S o r t h  
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America. I-his great diversity suggests that viverravids probably evolved in North America in the 
early Paleocene, although there is as  yet very littledirect evidence of this(see Maclntyre,  1966, p. 
146). Species of Pcrppic~riclo~~.~ described f rom the Paleocene of  China indicate that  viverravids 
were not  restricted geographically to North America, but their diversity in Asian faunas is so  
restricted that  it is unlikely Viverravidae radiated widely there. 
l'he central problem motivating this s tudy,  relationship of Eocene l"iverra\ru.s and  Dic!\'r?iic~ri.r 
to  Paleocene Viverravidae, is only partially clarified here. I'illerra~~u.sand D i ~ ~ t ~ ~ i c r i s  themselves 
require thorough revision. The  dentition of  late 'I-iffanian Pro/ic./i.s .sc,l7q[fi is similar t o  that  of  
Clarkforkian I.r~~rrra\~u.r po1iru.s and ,  a s  Rose (198 1 ,  p. 157) noted. P. st.hq[/; is likely t o  be the 
direct ancestor of Vi~~erravu.vpoli /us (and possibly o ther  species of this genus as  well). P. schqffi' 
differs f rom C'.  pol i tu.~ in retaining a slightly higher protoconid and less open trigonid o n  M I .  and  
it differs in having a more triangular (less rectangular) trigonid o n  Mz,  differences of degree 
normally associated with the transition f r o m  one  species t o  another .  l 'he differences between 
successive species Protic.ti.s haj~1rnianrr.s a n d  P. paralrrs, or  P. paralus and P. .schq[fi, within the 
genus Protic,tis are  just a s  great. 
Tiffanian Protictis u'e1lensi.v is a possible ancestor for  Clarkforkian and later Dih,r?7ictis. 
Protic.tis u'e1lensi.c is a relatively large species like all known species of Diu'!,t~iic.tis, however P. 
dellensis has a relatively shorter trigon on M 1 , a  higher trigonid and narrower talonid o n  M I ,  and  
a higher, more open trigonid and narrower talonid o n  Mz,  features in which it differs f rom 
Diclj~mictis. l 'orrejonian Bt:~~anic~ti.s has a relatively long trigon o n  M' ,  trigonids of moderate  
height on  M I - ? ,  and broad lower molar talonids, features in which it resembles Llirl~~rni~~tis .  
Multivariate analysis of lower molar measurements (summarized in the accompanying tables) 
together with similar measurements of representative Clarkforkian Viverravus a n d  DirI!n~ic,tis 
separated species initially on  the basis of overall size (principal component  I )  and secondarily on  
the basis of trigonid height and talonid narrowness (the measure of shape reflected by  principal 
component  11). Br!~anic,ti.s and  Did~~ln icr i .~  appear  t o  be most similar in molar  shape  a m o n g  
Paleocene and early Eocene viverravids. It is possible that  Di~11~rnicti.r evolved f r o m  B~1~anic ' t i .~ 
rather than  pro tic ti.^. If so,  this apparently happened outside the geographic range of known late 
Paleocene mammalian faunas, possibly in Asia o r  possibly somewhere in the southern part o f  
North America, and transitional forms a r e  unknown.  Any definitive statement regarding the 
ancestry of Vi\~erra\~u.r a n d  Dir1~1.t~i'ic.ti.s must await careful systematic review of Clarkforkian and  
Wasatchian Viverravidae. 
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